GUARDING AGAINST ABUSE: THE COSTS OF EXCESSIVELY LONG COPYRIGHT TERMS
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I. INTRODUCTION

Copyrights are intended to encourage creative works through the mechanism of a statutorily created limited property right, which some prominent think tanks and congressional organizations have referred to as a form of government regulation. Under both economic and legal analysis, they are recog-
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No such right at the common law had been recognized in England, when the colony of Penn was organized. Long afterwards, literary property became a subject of controversy, but the question was involved in great doubt and perplexity; and a little more than a century ago, it was decided by the highest judicial court in England, that the right of authors could not be asserted at common law, but under the statute.

Id.


3 Monopolies are the accurate economic term for the instrument of copyright. Brief for
nized as a form of government-granted monopoly. Economic efficiency and

George A. Akerlof et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 3, Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186 (2003) (No. 01-618) (“In basic terms, copyright protection grants a monopoly over the distribution and sale of a work and certain new works based upon it. The copyright monopoly has several costs.”); MILTON FRIEDMAN, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM: 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION 127-28 (University of Chicago Press eds., 2002)

In both patents and copyright, there is clearly a strong prima facie case for establishing property rights. . . . At the same time, there are costs involved. . . . The specific conditions attached to patents and copyrights [such as term lengths] are matters of expediency to be determined by practical considerations. I am myself inclined to believe that a much shorter period of patent protection would be preferable.

Id.; FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, INDIVIDUALISM & ECONOMIC ORDER 113-114, (1948)

The problem of the prevention of monopoly and the preservation of competition is raised much more acutely in certain other fields to which the concept of property has been extended only in recent times. . . . [the extension of property like rights to copyright has] done a great to foster the growth of monopoly and that here drastic reforms may be required.

Id. For an example of an economic analysis of optimal copyright term that uses “monopoly” as the accurate economic term, see Rufus Pollock, Forever Minus a Day? Calculating Optimal Copyright Term 2 (Univ. of Cambridge ed., 2009), available at http://rufuspollock.org/papers/optimal_term.pdf (“Extending term on these works prolongs the copyright monopoly and therefore reduces welfare by hindering access to, and reuse of, these works.”); Robert M. Hunt, The Economic Rationale of Copyright, 56 THE AM. ECON. REV. 421, 421–32 (1966), available at JSTOR.

4 See generally MELVILLE B. NIMMER, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF LITERARY, MUSICAL AND ARTISTIC PROPERTY AND THE PROTECTION OF IDEAS (M. Bender ed., 1965) (on Copyright, 10-volume work that is the most cited work in the field and considered to be the leading treatise on copyright law referring to copyright as a “limited monopoly”); See also William Patry, How To Fix Copyright (2011) (another more recent treatise on copyright law, referring to copyright as a “monopoly”); A WestLaw search of “copyright” and “monopoly” retrieved 67 Supreme Court cases and 2,497 cases total. Since Westlaw is incomplete, the number of potential cases could be higher, however not all retrievals are instances of copyright being referred to as a “monopoly.” But a check of a number of them demonstrates that most of them are. For major Supreme Court cases using term “monopoly” see, for example, Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 260 (2003) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (mentioning “the anti-monopoly environment in which the Framers wrote the Clause,” which suggests the way the Framers understood “the basic purpose of the Copyright Clause”); Broad. Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc., 441 U.S. 1, 28 (1979) (Stevens, J. dissenting) (“A copyright, like a patent, is a statutory grant of monopoly privileges.”); Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954) (Douglas, J., concurring) (“May statuettes be granted the monopoly of the copyright?”).

5 The Supreme Court has long recognized that copyrights are government granted monopolies. See Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 526 (1994) (“We have often recognized the monopoly privileges that Congress has authorized, while ‘intended to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by the provision of a special reward,’ are limited in nature and must ultimately serve the public good.”); see also Harper & Row v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 546 (1985) (quoting Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 539, 477 (1984)) (“The monopoly created by copyright thus rewards the individual author in order to benefit the public.”); see also Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984) (“Congress . . . has been assigned the task of defining the scope of the limited monopoly that should be granted to authors or inventors in order to give the public appropriate access to their work product.”); See also Twentieth Century v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151,
constitutional law both suggest copyrights should solve potential market failures, in order to “promote the progress of the sciences.” In examining the specific term lengths for copyright and patent, Milton Friedman deemed the subject a matter of “expediency” to be determined by “practical considerations.” Friedrich Hayek distinguished copyright from traditional property rights, identified a number of problems with modern copyright, specifically condemning the “slavish application of the concept of property,” and called for “drastic reforms.” Adam Smith, referred to copyright as a “temporary monopoly” provided by government, and compared copyrights and patents as similar to government providing a monopoly on trade, granted for merchants who explore “remote and barbarous nations” because these monopolies are “the easiest and most natural way in which the state can recompense them …of which the public is afterwards to reap the benefit.” The conservative movement, which

---

156 (1975) (“The limited scope of the copyright holder’s statutory monopoly ... reflects a balance of competing claims upon the public interest”); see also Fox Film Corp. v. Doyal, 286 U.S. 123, 127 (1932) (“The sole interest of the United States and the primary object in conferring the monopoly lie in the general benefits derived by the public from the labors of authors.”).


7 See FRIEDMAN, supra note 3, at 127-28
These are very superficial comments on a difficult and important problem. Their aim is not to suggest any specific answer but only to show why patents and copyrights are in a different class from the other governmentally supported monopolies and to illustrate the problem of social policy that they raise. One thing is clear. The specific conditions attached to patents and copyrights for example, the grant of patent protection for seventeen years rather than some other period are not a matter of principle. They are matters of expediency to be determined by practical considerations. I am myself inclined to believe that a much shorter period of patent protection would be preferable.

Id.

8 See HAYEK, supra note 3, at 113-114
The problem of prevention of monopoly and the preservation of competition is raised much more acutely in certain other field to which the concept of property has been extended only in recent times. I am thinking here of the extension of the concept of property to such rights and privileges as patents for inventions, copyright, trade-marks, and the like. It seems to me beyond doubt that in these fields a slavish application of the concept of property as it has been developed for material things has done a great deal to foster the growth of monopoly and that here drastic reforms may be required if competition is to be made to work.

Id.

When a company of merchants undertake, at their own risk and expense, to establish a new trade with some remote and barbarous nation, it may not be unreasonable to incorporate them into a joint stock company, and to grant them, in case of their success, a monopoly of the trade for a certain number of years. It is the easiest and most natural
largely has supported originalist methods of interpreting the Constitution, traditionally has been in favor of copyright reform, with proposals usually including shorter copyright terms.\(^\text{10}\)

---

way in which the state can recompense them for hazarding a dangerous and expensive experiment, of which the public is afterwards to reap the benefit. A temporary monopoly of this kind may be vindicated upon the same principles upon which a like monopoly of a new machine is granted to its inventor, and that of a new book to its author. But upon the expiration of the term, the monopoly ought certainly to determine; the forts and garrisons, if it was found necessary to establish any, to be taken into the hands of government, their value to be paid to the company, and the trade to be laid open to all the subjects of the state. By a perpetual monopoly, all the other subjects of the state are taxed very absurdly in two different ways: first, by the high price of goods, which, in the case of a free trade, they could buy much cheaper; and, secondly, by their total exclusion from a branch of business which it might be both convenient and profitable for many of them to carry on.

\(^\text{Id.}\)


The extension was pushed primarily by Disney, which didn’t want any of its old Mickey Mouse cartoons entering the public domain. . . . Maybe Congress should just be done with it and declare that a copyright is forever. . . . Stanford Law School Professor Lawrence Lessig has proposed a sensible compromise. Borrowing a page from patent law, wherein holders have to pay a fee every few years to keep their patents current, Lessig would apply that principle to copyrights: After a certain number of years, copyright holders would have to pay a nominal amount of money to maintain protection. If the holder didn’t pay the charge for, say, three years, the work would go into the public domain.


‘Limited time’ is not only a constitutional requirement, it is an excellent rule. There is no good reason for the remote descendants of James Madison, Julia Ward Howe, or Thomas Nast to receive royalties on the Federalist Papers, the Battle Hymn of the Republic, or Santa Claus. . . . Why did Judiciary Committee Republicans quietly put through legislation that hurts the public interest but is so immensely profitable to Disney?


Copyright extremists are committing all this mischief under current law. Yet, the music labels and Hollywood argue that current laws are not strong enough, and they are lobbying for an assortment of new anti-consumer legislation. . . . We should not permit copyright extremists to exploit current laws for that goal, and we should reject their demands that Congress give them even broader power to control and license information.

\(^\text{Id.}\); Phyllis Schlafly, *Copyrights and the Constitution*, EAGLE FORUM (July 2, 2002), http://townhall.com/columnists/phyllisschlafly/2002/07/02/copyrights_and_the_constitution (“The Disney Law mocks the constitutional requirement of “limited times” by extending copyright protection to 95 years.”); See also Brief for Eagle Forum Education and Legal Defense Fund and the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, Inc. as Amici
“Historically, copyright terms have been quite short.\textsuperscript{11} As required by Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the U.S. Constitution, copyright can only be granted for ‘limited times.’\textsuperscript{12} Until 1976, the average copyright term was 32.2 years.\textsuperscript{13} Today, the U.S. copyright term is the life of the author, plus seventy years.\textsuperscript{14}

A useful backdrop to compare this expansion is to the growth, or relative non-growth, of patent terms. Both patents and copyright started at 14 years in

The U.S. Constitution is fundamentally different from the rules of the European Union and virtually every other country. The Copyright Clause takes a more limited view of intellectual property than other jurisdictions, thereby allowing creativity and competition to flourish. Europe, for example, generally does not allow the ‘fair use’ that is constitutionally required in the United States.

Id.; Hayek, supra note 3, at 113–14
The problem of the prevention of monopoly and the preservation of competition is raised much more acutely in certain other fields to which the concept of property has been extended only in recent times. . . . It seems to me beyond doubt that in [patents and copyright] a slavish application of the concept of property as it has been developed for material things has done a great deal to foster the growth of monopoly and that here drastic reforms may be required if competition is to be made to work.

Id.; Friedman, supra note 3, at 128
In both patents and copyright, there is clearly a strong prima facie case for establishing property rights. . . . At the same time, there are costs involved. . . . The specific conditions attached to patents and copyrights [such as term lengths] are matters of expediency to be determined by practical considerations. I am myself inclined to believe that a much shorter period of patent protection would be preferable.

Copyright protection seems on the whole too extensive. . . . The most serious problem with copyright law is the length of copyright protection, which for most works is now from the creation of the work to 70 years after the author’s death. . . . The next most serious problem is the courts’ narrow interpretation of “fair use.” . . . The problem is that the boundaries of fair use are ill defined, and copyright owners try to narrow them as much as possible.

One possible approach to the constitutional test we advocate would be to examine a proposed extension from the hypothetical perspective of an author . . . could the term of protection possibly serve as additional motivation to set pen to paper, or to sit down at the lab bench? Or does it stretch out so far in time that the latter years of the term are irrelevant to any potential creator? This approach essentially translates proposed patent extensions into the ‘present value’ calculations familiar to accountants. . . . [The Constitution] states a utilitarian, incentive-based rationale for intellectual property protection. If the term of protection could not, under any plausible set of assumptions, serve as an incentive, it fails the constitutional requirement of a forward-looking grant of property rights.

Id.
\textsuperscript{11} R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 1.
\textsuperscript{12} U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.; R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 1.
\textsuperscript{13} Lawrence Lessig, Free Culture- The Nature and Future of Creativity, 135 (Penguin Books 2004).
\textsuperscript{14} R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 1; 17 U.S.C. § 302(a) (2012).
the United States, but patent terms have only had minor increases.\textsuperscript{15} Today’s patent term is either seventeen years from patent issuance or twenty years from patent filing, whichever is longer.\textsuperscript{16} As legal historian Edward Walterscheid puts it, while patents and copyrights were included in the same clause of the Constitution and originally had the same or similar durations, “the statutory patent term has increased by 43\% while the statutory copyright term has increased by almost 580\%.”\textsuperscript{17} Congress must justify why a twenty-year term can provide sufficient incentive to inventors, but not to writers and artists.

The Supreme Court has been clear that the ultimate purpose of the Constitution’s Copyright Clause is “to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good,”\textsuperscript{18} specifically rejecting the sweat of the brow arguments to justify copyright.\textsuperscript{19} Based upon copyright’s purpose this Essay will establish that current terms, life of the author plus seventy years, are counter-productive and completely inconsistent from what the Founders had in mind. The Supreme Court, however, has deferred to Congress to set a copyright term consistent with the Constitution.\textsuperscript{20} While the Court has noted that infinite copyright clearly would be unconstitutional,\textsuperscript{21} they have assessed the current copyright term of life of the author plus seventy years to be, technically, limited.\textsuperscript{22} Further, in the U.S. v. Eldred case, often cited by the content industry as evidence that perpetual extensions of copyright terms are constitutional, the Court never addressed whether current copyright terms are the “functional equivalent of perpetual copyright” because it wasn’t presented to the Court on certiorari.\textsuperscript{23} The Court’s reluctance to restore the public meaning of the Copyright Clause for a truly limited copyright term leaves the task of returning copyright to its original public meaning and purpose up to the other branches – as each

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra} note 6, at 2; 35 U.S.C. § 154(c)(1) (2012).
\textsuperscript{16} 35 U.S.C. § 154(c)(1).
\textsuperscript{17} Walterscheid, \textit{supra} note 1, at 389.
\textsuperscript{18} Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975).
\textsuperscript{21} Eldred, 537 U.S. at 241 (2003) (Justice Stevens dissenting).
\textsuperscript{22} The express grant of a perpetual copyright would unquestionably violate the textual requirement that the authors’ exclusive rights be only “for limited Times.” Whether the extraordinary length of the grants authorized by the 1998 Act are invalid because they are the functional equivalent of perpetual copyrights is a question that need not be answered in this case because the question presented by the certiorari petition merely challenges Congress’ power to extend retroactively the terms of existing copyrights. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{23} Eldred, 537 U.S. at 241 (Justice Stevens dissenting).
branch of government has a constitutionally imposed, obligation to ensure that legislation is consistent with the original public meaning of the Constitution.

This Essay will start by identifying the original public meaning of the copyright clause in the Constitution and then argue that restoring constitutional copyright is up to Congress to fix. It will show how a dedicated group of special interests has systematically distorted this system since 1790, specifically since the 1970’s. Then it will explore the documented costs of excessive copyright duration of unprecedented length in American history – such long copyright duration that it restricts individual liberty, limits individuals’ access to historical material, increases transaction costs for content creators and is resulting in the epidemic of orphan works. Copyright terms 580% longer than those of our Founders significantly impedes digital archiving of our cultural heritage, degrades education and learning opportunities, depresses the amount of publicly available content, and prevents access to our cultural legacy. Perhaps most perniciously, these policies also stifle content creation and hinder artistic ability to create. Lastly this Essay will explore the literature on optimal copyright term duration, and identify the divergence between the interests of content creators and content owners. To restore the original public meaning of copyright, copyright’s term must be shortened, and to do so we must reconsider existing international treaties on copyright and not sign any treaty that either would lock in existing terms or extend terms even longer. Finally, copyright terms must not be extended to “life plus 100” when the next copyright extension bill may come before Congress in 2018.

II. CONSTITUTIONAL COPYRIGHT

James Madison and other Founders referred to copyrights and patents as forms of government-granted “monopoly.” Madison noted that the Constitu-

25 See Lessig, supra note 13, at 214.
26 Many in the content lobby relentlessly criticize the use of the term “monopoly” demonstrating just how disconnected their arguments are from an originalism-based analysis. The Founders referred to copyright as a monopoly—this is a verifiable fact. For non-originalist critique by copyright lobby, see Scott Cleland, The Copyright Education of Mr. Khanna—Part 2 Defending First Principles Series, Precursor Blog (Nov. 20, 2012, 13:29), http://bit.ly/1AAhrrM
Copyright is property not monopoly. [This terminology choice] is classic Lessig-ian buzzword blackmail to demonize ownership of private property by mischaracterizing property exclusive rights with a word he knows people don’t like – monopoly. . . . The only purpose in mischaracterizing property as a monopoly is to promote hostility to property and individual ownership of property separate from the state.
Id.
tion had “limited them [monopolies] to two cases, the authors of Books, and of useful inventions.”

Most importantly, Madison warned future generations that in “certain cases useful [monopolies like copyrights and patents] ought to be granted with caution, and guarded with strictness against abuse.” Madison was skeptical of monopolies, even overtly hostile; however, Madison argued that these two specific monopolies, for copyrights and patents, were justified because in these types of monopolies the benefits outweighed the “evil” since they provided an actual community “benefit” and are “temporary.” Madison concluded that “under that limitation, a sufficient [recompense] and encouragement may be given,” but reiterated that “perpetual monopolies of every sort, are forbidden not only by the genius of free [governments], but by the imperfection of human foresight.”

But importantly, and what seems to have been completely forgotten, Madison didn’t just say that copyrights and patents are acceptable types of monopoly provided by the government and the others were not, rather his statements made it clear that he perceived all monopolies to be dangerous, and he recognized the dangers and costs associated with copyrights and patents upon society and individual liberty.

In Madison finding that copyrights and patents were justified, he added an ominous warning of their danger and specifically noted that these instruments must be carefully guarded against their “evil effect”:

But grants of this sort can be justified in very peculiar cases only, if at all; the danger being very great that the good resulting from the operation of the monopoly, will be overbalanced by the evil effect of the precedent; and it being not impossible that the monopoly itself, in its original operation, may produce more evil than good.

See Terry Hart, Republican Study Committee Policy Brief on Copyright: Part 1, COPYHYPE (Nov. 21, 2012), http://bit.ly/1zcsoCA. (“There is perhaps no more elementary and persistent error in the history of copyright then the claim that it is a monopoly. And, just as persistently, it has been debunked.”).


Madison, supra note 27.

Id.

Madison presciently warned that all monopolies, specifically the two provided in the Constitution for copyright and patents, must be “guarded with strictness [against] abuse.” Madison is specifically referring to various forms of monopolies here, including the state granting a monopoly to train operators, but he notes that the US Constitution only allows two monopolies so it seems like his comments here are directly applicable to both copyrights and patents as well as what he considered to be similar types of monopolies for train operators. See Madison, supra note 27.
Madison had reason to fear – he was speaking from historical experience. The Founders knew of abuses of monopolies by those with close connections to the king and knew that grants of monopoly were dangerous if left unrestrained.33 These monopolies were one of the most dangerous powers granted to the government, because it was the state authorizing one entity to restrict the liberty of others, typically for purposes of monetary gain. Likely because of the Founders’ fear of this instrument being abused, they left future generations with extremely clear instructions on when these monopolies are appropriate, and with a specific limitation to enforce clear limits. In fact, of everything written in the Constitution, the provisions for providing copyright and patents34 are structurally unique and explicit in a way that perhaps no other provisions of the Constitution are.

According to the Constitution, Copyright law exists specifically “to [p]romote the progress of the sciences.”35 The Constitution tells us in stark, textually unique, language that is nearly as clear as the mandatory minimum age requirement for serving in Congress,36 how many Senators each state receives,37 how many states must ratify a Constitutional Amendment,38 and where bills that raise taxes must originate.39

Of the 18 enumerated powers granted to Congress in Article I, Section 8, the power of Congress to provide copyright and patent monopolies is the only one with a stated purpose, “to promote the progress of science and useful arts.”40 The Constitution does not tell us why or for what purposes the federal government can regulate interstate commerce – which in retrospect could have been a useful limitation – and neither does it tell us for what purpose Congress can create an army and navy.41 As one law textbook describes it, the copyright/patent clause is the only clause with its own “built-in justification.”42 To a textualist, the fact that the Founders added a specific purpose for granting Congress this power must be given significant weight. Further, the Founders’

35 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
36 Id. § 2, cl. 2.
37 Id. § 3, cl. 1.
38 U.S. CONST. art. V.
40 Id., § 8, cl. 8.
41 See e.g., id. § 8, cl. 12-13 (does not specify that the army and navy are for defense and offensive operations as opposed to use domestically which would be addressed statutorily through the Posse Comitatus Act years later).
restriction for copyright and patent terms, that they must be only for “limited times,” is also unique and specific.

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that “[t]he Congress in the exercise of the patent power may not overreach the restraints imposed by the stated constitutional purpose.” Copyright laws, like the patent laws, “by constitutional command” must promote the progress of the sciences and useful arts, “[t]his is the standard expressed in the Constitution and it may not be ignored.”

But as with other enumerated powers of the federal government, Congress has expanded copyright far beyond what was originally intended. Just as Congress frequently neglects to abide by the Origination Clause and the Commerce Clause, it likewise has ignored the Copyright Clause’s requirement that these monopoly instruments be granted only for “limited times.” Despite Madison’s clear statement that “perpetual monopolies are forbidden,” under current policy, continually elongating copyright terms before they expire, one can come to the conclusion that a perpetual monopoly is effectively what copyright has become.

Until 1976 Copyright terms were a limited, finite number of years, but after 1976 copyright terms shifted to a term length that continues after the death of the creator. Through a similar regular extension of copyright terms, copyright has been, at least for the past several decades, a system of effectively infinite copyright terms. This distortion has been the result of the influence of a persistent army of special interest lobbyists, usually representing media companies, rather than the interests of creators and the general public.

A. Presumptive Constitutionality

Before one begins a substantive discussion on constitutional copyright, the

43 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
44 Graham v. John Deere Co. of Kansas City, 383 U.S. 1, 5-6 (1966).
45 Id. at 6.
46 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
49 Michael Reddy, Supreme Court Hears Case on Copyright, Mickey Mouse and Congress, AALL SPECTRUM MAG. 9 (Feb. 2003), http://bit.ly/1zHrXiE (“In the United States, we have perpetual copyright on the installment plan.”) (quoting Professor Peter Jaszi of American University’s Washington College of Law testimony before the US. Senate).
50 To be clear, this metaphor is solely designed to show the absurdity of the concept of limited times as applied here, not to draw any other form of comparison between copyright terms and prison sentences.
51 PATRY, supra note 4, at 6.
question of adjudication by the courts must first be addressed: if copyright policy is, as this Essay argues, so wildly divergent from the original public meaning of the Founders, then why has the Supreme Court not acted? Further, why is restoring copyright to its original public meaning the business of Congress?

The Court has held that acts of Congress are “presumptively constitutional.” And the presumption of constitutionality given to acts of Congress is “strong.” As the Court explained in U.S. v. Five Gambling Devices, “this is not a mere polite gesture. It is a deference due to deliberate judgment by constitutional majorities of the two Houses of Congress that an Act is within their delegated power or is necessary and proper to execution of that power.” This presumption, however, can create a vicious circle. To illustrate, Congress presumes the Supreme Court will be the final arbiter of constitutionality and then the Court defers to Congress, and with that, Congress assumes the measure to be constitutional, thereby never going through the process of substantively weighing the constitutionality of the legislation. Each branch must have a role in interpreting the Constitution, and while the Court may only strike down copyright terms that are infinite, Congress should only enact copyright terms that act for the stated purpose of the copyright clause, “to promote the progress of the sciences.”

But in the context of copyright in the past century, Congress has abdicated its role of ensuring their legislation on term length is constitutional, and no longer seriously considers whether copyright terms are consistent with the stat-

54 Id.
55 In 2012, the House Republican Study Committee (“RSC”), a caucus representing over 170 members of the wing of the House Republicans, issued a report (authored by the author of this piece) on this topic that argued: 1) Assessing a law’s constitutionality is not, and should not be, the sole dominion of the judicial branch. All three branches were designed to assess constitutionality… 2) Inaction by Congress can validate unconstitutional actions… 3) The Court may not be able to consider the constitutionality of all legislation because of questions of standing, ripeness, or a lack of bandwidth to hear all cases… 4) Just because the Supreme Court rules something as constitutional—or does not rule something as unconstitutional—does not mean that Congress can’t take subsequent action. DEREK KHANNA, REPUBLICAN STUDY COMM., RSC POLICY BRIEF: CONGRESS’S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY IN DETERMINING THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LEGISLATION 2-5 (2012) http://1.usa.gov/1wt4xw1

Congress has a responsibility to ensure that its legislation is consistent and enabled by the Constitution, but it also must affirmatively act when other branches are violating the Constitution — so as to not validate these unconstitutional actions. Acts of Congress are… ‘presumptively constitutional’ under judicial review, which means that the Court assumes that Congress has deliberated on a law’s constitutionality.

56 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
ed aims of the copyright clause to “promote the progress of the sciences.” 57 Today, Congress must recognize that current copyright terms are vastly unmoored from the original public meaning of the Copyright Clause, and in any case, poor public policy. 58

B. Guarding Against Abuse

The Founders were very clear that copyright, as a form of monopoly, must be for only a limited duration. The U.S. Supreme Court has noted the framers’ “instinctive aversion to monopolies [and that it] was a monopoly on tea that sparked the Revolution.” 59 Historians have cited “antimonopoly sentiments” as one of the roots of the struggle for American independence. 60 Aversion to monopolies was so strong, that several of the original state constitutions even contained provisions condemning the creation of monopolies. 61 However, at least a few state laws provided express exceptions for copyright/patent types of monopolies. 62 Massachusetts’ General Court’s Body of Liberties from 1641 stated “[n]o monopolies shall be granted or allowed amongst us, but of such new Inventions that are profitable to the Countrie, and that for a short time.” 63 Connecticut passed a law in 1672, “[t]hat there shall be no Monopolies granted or allowed amongst us, but of such new Inventions as shall be judged profitable for the Country, and that for such time as the General Court shall judge meet.” 64

It is against this backdrop, of distinct aversion to monopoly (or at least most forms), that one must interpret the Copyright Clause. The temporal limitation and the specific purpose were clearly of importance to the Founders and, according to Edward Walterscheid’s account, attendees at the ratifying conven-

57 Id.
58 See JERRY BRITO ET AL., COPYRIGHT UNBALANCED: FROM INCENTIVE TO EXCESS 9 (Nov. 12, 2012).
61 See MD. CONST. OF 1776, art. XXXIX (“[M]onopolies are odious, contrary to the spirit of free government, and the principles of commerce...and ought not be suffered.”); See N.C. CONST. OF 1776, art. XXIII (“That perpetuities and monopolies are contrary to the genius of a free state, and ought not be allowed.”).
64 Hart, supra note 62 (quoting from THE LAWS OF CONNECTICUT: AN EXACT REPRINT OF THE ORIGINAL EDITION OF 1673).
tions shared fears of monopoly abuse. Many states proposed amendments indicating their opposition to any further congressional power to establish monopolies.

Until the early 20th century, there was a general consensus on a limited copyright and Congress generally abided by the original public meaning of the Copyright Clause. A 1909 report from the Senate Committee on Patents (S. 9440) “to amend and consolidate acts respecting copyright” notes that certain legislation would be beyond the power of Congress.

The bill report stated that copyright law is “not primarily for the benefit for the author, but primarily for the benefit of the public.” According to the report, “Congress must consider...two questions: [f]irst, how much will the legislation stimulate the producer and so benefit the public; and, second, how much will the monopoly granted be detrimental to the public.” Congress must use copyright to confer “a benefit upon the public that outweighs the evils of the temporary monopoly.” This report was consistent with a large amount of evidence of our historical tradition.

The Supreme Court has chosen to not directly strike down continual copyright term extension, and they have deferred determining appropriate copyright terms to Congress. However, their holdings have, at times, clearly enunciated a similar understanding of the history of copyright.

---

66 Id.
68 Comm. on Patents, To Amend and Consolidate Acts Respecting Copyright, H.R. Rep. No. 2222, at 6-7 (1909)

The object of all legislation must be...to promote science and the useful arts...[T]he spirit of any act which Congress is authorized to pass must be one which will promote the progress of science and the useful arts, and unless it is designed to accomplish this result and is believed, in fact, to accomplish this result, it would be beyond the power of Congress.

Id.
69 Id. at 7.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 See Madison, supra note 27; see also Copyright Timeline, supra note 67.

The limited scope of the copyright holder’s statutory monopoly, like the limited copyright duration required by the Constitution, reflects a balance of competing claims upon the public interest: Creative work is to be encouraged and rewarded, but private motivation must ultimately serve the cause of promoting broad public availability of literature, music and the other arts. The immediate effect of our copyright law is to secure a fair return for an “author’s” creative labor. But the ultimate aim is, by this incentive, to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good.

Id.
The *Sony* decision also cited *Fox Film Corp. v. Doyal*, in which the Court explained: “The sole interest of the United States and the primary object in conferring the monopoly lie in the general benefits derived by the public from the labors of authors.”\(^{74}\) Most directly on this point, as Justice Ginsburg mentioned during oral arguments for the *Eldred* case, “there has to be a limit...[p]erpetual copyright is not permitted.”\(^{75}\)

The Founders understood the limit to be very short, economists argue that it must be short, but the copyright lobby doesn’t want any limit at all and they have succeeded in their goal of continually enlarging copyright terms to eliminate their expiration.\(^ {76}\)

III. THE COPYRIGHT LOBBY

In recent decades, a number of special interests that some conservative activists collectively dubbed the “copyright lobby”\(^{77}\) have tirelessly worked to keep their copyrighted works from entering the public domain by continually elongating the term of copyrights. The public policy goals of the copyright inflation movement have been to undermine the Constitution’s text and its original public meaning.\(^ {78}\) The recapture of works that would be in the public domain represents one of the biggest thefts of “property” in history, and has had significant economic impacts upon our culture, personal liberty and economy. The effects of this grand larceny impact learning, creation and innovation.\(^ {79}\)

---

\(^{74}\) *Fox Film Corp. v. Doyal*, 286 U.S. 123, 127 (1932).


\(^{76}\) *Copyright Extremists Shouldn’t Control Information*, supra note 10.

\(^{77}\) *Id.*

\(^{78}\) *Id.*

The copyright for 1928’s “Steamboat Willie,” which introduced the world to Mickey Mouse, was extended by both the 1976 and 1998 amendments to the Copyright Act. It currently is set to expire in 2023.

SOURCE: Tom W. Bell

Current U.S. law provides copyright protection for the life of the author plus seventy years. For corporate authors, the term is 120 years after creation or ninety-five years after publication. But those changes reflect only part of the reality. In fact, lobbyists have usurped the policy-making process itself to ensure that whenever one term of copyright is set to expire, the law is extended again to make terms even longer. Several times, these extensions have even been made retroactively, re-applying copyright protections to works that already had moved into the public domain. Thus, the degree to which the current “life plus seventy” standard can be relied upon to accurately project when a specific work may move into the public domain is quite limited. The practical effect of this policy has been over the past three decades, effectively, a regime of indefinite copyright.

During oral arguments of the 2002 case of Eldred v.
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80 Tom W. Bell, Copyright Duration and the Mickey Mouse Curve, AGORAPHILIA (Aug. 5, 2009), http://bit.ly/1C8KCpK.
82 Id. § 302(c).
83 See e.g., Bell, supra note 80 (discussing Steamboat Willie).
Ashcroft, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor acknowledged that infinite copyright extension “flies directly in the face of what the framers had in mind, absolutely.”

Jack Valenti, then-head of the Motion Picture Academy of America (“MPAA”), testified during the legislative run-up to passage of the 1998’s Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act (known colloquially as the “Mickey Mouse Protection Act”) that “copyright term extension has a simple but compelling enticement: it is very much in America’s economic interests.” What is the logical extension of this argument? If, according to the MPAA, copyright term extension to life plus fifty is “in America’s economic interests,” and copyright term extensions to life plus seventy, is again “in America’s economic interests” then why would the United States not extend copyright to 800 years; further, how does one reconcile the Founders inclusion of “limited times” at all with this concept? When Valenti says this is in “America’s economic interests” which portion of America is he referring to – does it help big Hollywood studios with large content portfolios rake in more rents for longer? Or does it help content creators create more? “America’s economic interests” is an extremely vague concept, but the operative question, according to the Constitution, is instead how does a particular policy best “promote the progress of the sciences and useful arts” – the Constitution says nothing about promoting economic interests for one interest group. Further, despite such assertions, the MPAA has produced no credible research to back up the claim that extending copyright terms is in the U.S. economic interest, while evidence to the contrary is overwhelming.

The extension of copyright, particular to life plus fifty under the Berne Convention, is a direct result of importing foreign law with lobbyists arguing for “international harmonization.” As UCLA History Professor Peter Baldwin’s new book The Copyright Wars: Three Centuries of Trans-Atlantic Battle explains, “[c]opyright’s evolution is often told as a story of American cultural hegemony. In fact, the opposite is more plausible. . . the abolition of formalities, the extension of terms, and most fundamentally, the shift of copyright’s philosophical underpinnings from statute back towards natural rights. . . British
and American law bowed to their content industries.”

When the idea of international harmonization was first presented in the United States, in the 19th century, Congress wisely chose not to disregard the Constitution’s original public meaning of copyright. Samuel Clemens (known as Mark Twain) testified before Congress in favor of longer copyright terms and importing international law and claimed, “I know that we must have that limit. But forty-two years is too much of a limit. I do not know why there should be a limit at all... [however] this limit is quite satisfactory to me—for the author’s life, and fifty years after.”

Congress rejected Mark Twain’s arguments for international harmonization for life plus fifty as would be required in the 1908 version of the Berne Convention (Berlin Act of 1908). Twain also argued that copyright was his natural right, something that the Founders rejected. Twain argued that there was no real negative effect of perpetual copyright because so few works retain any commercial value after the original short copyright term would have expired. Therefore, the public loses little because it was likely unavailable anyways at that point. Twain was clearly mistaken, and with new technology, his comments are clearly incorrect for the modern economy.

But despite Mark Twain’s stature and influence, he was not able to convince Congress to shake off its adherence to constitutional considerations of copyright in 1906. Approximately seventy years later, however, interest groups would become sufficiently powerful to convince Congress to disregard much of constitutional copyright and incorporate an international perspective on copyright that is vastly larger in scope and length than the Founders’ concep-
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92 Peter Baldwin, The Copyright Wars: Three Centuries of Trans-Atlantic Battle, 260-261 (2014).
94 Congress would pass the Copyright Act of 1909 Pub. L No. 60-349 35 Stat. 1075 (repealed in 1978) (1909), that allowed for copyrighted works to be copyrighted for 28 years, with a renewal of 28 years, but rejected Mark Twain’s plea for life plus fifty or infinite copyright. Congress also kept the requirements that Copyrighted works have a notice of copyright.
96 Id.
97 Wheaton v. Peters, 33 U.S. 591, 661 (1834). Congress, in passing the act of 1790, did not legislate in reference to existing rights, appears clear, from the provision that the author, &c. ‘shall have the sole right and liberty of printing,’ &c. Now if this exclusive right existed at common law, and congress were about to adopt legislative provisions for its protection, would they have used this language? Could they have deemed it necessary to vest a right already vested. Such a presumption is refuted by the words above quoted, and their force is not lessened by any other part of the act. Id.
98 Mark Twain on the Need for Perpetual Copyright, supra note 95.
tion of copyright.

Given the historical moorings of short copyright terms, the onus is on special interest groups like the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and the MPAA to substantiate their arguments for copyright terms that deviate wildly from our founding tradition. There is no consistency between copyright terms of fourteen years, and copyright terms longer than the author could be alive for—those are essentially two different types of monopolies. The RIAA and MPAA also “do not know why there should be a limit at all” and have advocated from that perspective. Their vested interest is obvious, they believe they can make more money from keeping their copyrights forever, but one special interest group’s vested financial incentive shouldn’t be the only one that Congress hears from or legislates on the basis of—as will be shown in this piece, particularly in the context of copyright terms lengths, it is the only voice heard. Based on the constitutional text, these interest groups must answer logical questions like how do copyright terms of life plus seventy years, applying to everything from books and movies to Facebook messages, “promote the progress of the sciences and useful arts?”

But instead of substantive arguments for perpetual copyright term extension, the MPAA has forwarded claims that bear striking resemblance to their outlandish predictions of doom and gloom that accompanied introduction of the video-cassette recorder, which the MPAA worked to ban through both legislation and litigation. In 1982, Valenti told Congress:

…[W]e cannot live in a marketplace...where there is one unleashed animal [the VCR] in that marketplace, unlicensed. It would no longer be a marketplace; it would be a kind of a jungle, where this one unlicensed instrument is capable of devouring all that people had invested in...We are going to bleed and hemorrhage, unless this Congress at least protects [our industry against the VCR]... I say to you that the VCR is to the American film producer and the American public as the Boston strangler is to the woman home alone.

Track records matter when the same interest groups now make similar claims going forward on what will happen with shorter copyright terms. And

---


102 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.


the track record is not good: we have the data to test Jack Valenti’s statements, and he was not just a little wrong, he couldn’t have been more incorrect on the market impact. Just two years after the 1984 Supreme Court decision in which the MPAA lost its suit to ban the VCR, revenues from video tape sales and rentals were $4.38 billion, eclipsing 1986’s box office revenues of $3.78 billion. In 2012, the home media consumption market that the MPAA tried to stamp out blossomed into an $18 billion dollar market.

Policymakers should be highly skeptical – the same industry lobbyists, who claim that longer copyright terms are in our national interest, have a track record of grossly incorrect predictions filled with scare tactics, and fail to provide substantive data to argue in their favor.

While the MPAA and RIAA have never really articulated strong economic arguments for continual renewal of copyright terms, we do know the steep costs to perpetual extension of copyright – those will be documented here. Costs of perpetual copyright have been known for centuries, which is why the British copyright statute of 1710, the Statute of Anne, limited copyright duration to fourteen years; why twelve of the original thirteen colonies had similar copyright durations in their own statutes; why the Constitution includes the phrase “limited times”; and why the Founders limited copyright to fourteen years.

IV. COSTS OF EXCESSIVE COPYRIGHT DURATION FAR EXCEED THE LIKELY BENEFITS

As a result of extremely long copyright terms and unclear fair use laws, we have clear evidence that, rather than serving as an incentive to create, excessively long copyright – well beyond what the Founders would support – actually hinders creation. New artists, directors and writers are unable to create derivative works without paying fees that can be so high as to make the cost of derivative works prohibitive or even impossible. In a brief submitted during the Eldred case, Nobel laureates Milton Friedman, Ronald Coase, James Bu-
chanan, George Akerlof, Kenneth Arrow and eleven other economists argued that a “lengthened copyright term...keeps additional materials out of new creators’ hands” and ultimately results in “fewer new works” and “higher transaction costs in the creation of some works.” The economists argued that the 1998 extension is inefficient and “reduces consumer welfare,” as consumers are denied the ability to acquire derivative works and content that otherwise would be in the public domain.

In fact, even John Locke, often touted by content industry proponents as the basis for their arguments for copyright extension, recognized the harm of excessively long copyright terms, he simply disagreed on what was excessively long. John Locke was opposed to the copyright statute of his day, and during the debate on the Licensing Act of 1693, he wrote a letter to MP Edward Clarke arguing, “This I am sure, it is very absurd and ridiculous that any now living should pretend to have property in, or a power to dispose of, the property of any copy or writings of authors who lived before printing was known or used in Europe.” Locke went on to argue, “That any person or company should have patents for the sole printing of ancient authors is very unreasonable and injurious to learning...."

112 Id. at 3.

In Locke’s words, man is a “proprietor of his own person”, and because of this, as Mossoff interprets Locke, “value-creating, productive labor is a moral activity that creates in the laborer a moral claim to the products of his labor.” These principles have served society well, and no technological innovation can render them obsolete.

Id. Paul Clement, Viet Dinh & Jeffrey Harris, The Constitutional and Historical Foundations of Copyright Protection 2 (2012), available at http://bit.ly/IJgpsrC (“The theoretical underpinnings of copyright law are based heavily on the work of John Locke, ‘one of the Enlightenment thinkers who most influenced the Founders... If anything, under Locke’s theory, intellectual property should be even more worthy of protection than physical property.’”) (readers be aware that this article has been thoroughly debunked by fact checkers and misleads readers on factual basis of copyright); Peter Fricke, Conservatives Split on Copyright, Intellectual Property, DAILY CALLER (Sept. 5, 2014), http://bit.ly/YLMxQj (During a debate on Capitol Hill, “[Phil] Kerpen drew on the writings of John Locke to contend that individual ownership of intellectual property is earned through the labor that creates it, saying that, ‘no property can be more clearly a person’s own than property of the mind.’”).

114 See Justin Hughes, Locke’s 1694 Memorandum (and more incomplete copyright Historiographies), 27 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 555, 561 (2010) (some commentators point out that the “printing privileges that Locke was criticizing... were not ‘copyright’ at all.”).
115 Id. at 556.
116 See id. at 558 (“Locke was quite consciously opposed to the idea of perpetual exclusive rights in expressive works. Halfway through the memorandum, he objects to exclusive rights ‘in any book which has been in print fifty years.’”).
117 Id. at 571.
To be clear, Locke was in favor of very long copyright – he was in favor of either fifty-year copyright terms, or if the work was bought by a publisher, in favor of terms of life of the author plus fifty or life plus seventy terms – but even Locke recognized that perpetual copyright was detrimental. The Founders were generally familiar with the work of John Locke, although it’s less clear if they were specifically aware of Locke’s work on copyright, and they seem to also have agreed that allowing any person to have a monopoly for “ancient authors” is “unreasonable and injurious to learning,” but while Locke was advocating for a long copyright term, the British and then the Founders explicitly rejected this position, seemingly finding that the effects that Locke was worried about manifested themselves sooner than life of the author plus fifty years, as quickly as fourteen years.

Modern data establishes that Locke correctly recognized that perpetual copyright was detrimental to learning and content creation – but that Locke’s prescription for optimal copyright was much too long for achieving a proper balance between interests to “promote the progress of the sciences and useful arts.” This is what the British and Founders thought even in the 18th century, as while Locke was arguing for life plus fifty/seventy copyright, the British chose fourteen years. The Founders’ explicit rejection of Lockean style copyright (particularly in the context of term length, but also in what is copyrightable), makes it particularly egregious, and intellectually dishonest, that today the content industry uses John Locke for the basis of many of their talking points.
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118 See id. at 558 (quoting John Locke- “in any book which has been in print fifty years.”).
119 See id. at 559 (“When a publisher purchases rights ‘from authors that now live and write, it may be reasonable to limit their property to a certain number of years after the death of the author, or the first printing of the book, as, suppose, fifty or seventy years.’”).
120 Even with this history, the content industry has even gone so far as to argue that Britain somehow agreed with John Locke and implemented his plan, “Locke’s views heavily influenced the development of copyright principles in England in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.” See Clement et. al., supra note 113, at 3. Britain transitioned from monopolies for stationers to monopolies for authors, but to conclude that Britain was heavily influenced is ridiculous, Britain adopted copyright terms of 14 + 14 copyright terms in the Statute of Anne. See Statute of Anne, 1710, 8 Anne, c. 19 (1710) (Gr. Brit.).
121 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
122 See 8 Anne, c. 19.
123 There is some dispute on how well John Locke’s work on copyright was known to the Founders, but it’s largely irrelevant, if Locke’s work on copyright was well known to the Founders, then the Founders explicitly rejected an option presented to them by Locke and therefore Locke’s opinions carry almost no weight for an originalist analysis, other than the opposite of his arguments being bolstered. And if Locke’s work on copyright wasn’t known to the Founders, then his opinion is interesting, but not valid in analyzing what the Founders actually did, surely the British were aware of Locke’s opinions and they rejected his opinions on term length in particular—so the Founders followed the British decision to reject
Despite the content industries obsession with using Locke to argue their case, even John Locke recognized the importance of a balance between at least two interests, one the interests of providing a sufficient incentive to create, market, disseminate and improve/invest in content and two, the interests of everyone else, from the general public to other content creators; Locke just believed this balance was found at a much longer term. Lord Mansfield explained this balance well over 200 years ago:

[W]e must take care to guard against two extremes equally prejudicial; the one, that men of ability, who have employed their time for the service of the community, may not be deprived of their just merits, and the reward of their ingenuity and labour; the other, that the world may not be deprived of improvements, nor the progress of the arts be retarded.

Acknowledging the cost of excessively long copyright, while praising the benefit of copyright existing, as the Founders did, is critical to understanding why copyright must expire – not merely because that is what the Constitution prescribes, but because it is good policy.

A. Restricting Individual Liberty

The Founders understood well the costs of keeping older content behind a locked vault affects creativity in a number of ways, but in addition these monopolies restrict individual liberty. Copyrights and patents have their origins in the British crown’s policy of granting to chosen benefactors exclusive monopolies for creation of certain common products. Such monopolies unquestionably were recognized as restricting freedom.

Copyrights and patents continue to act, in some ways, as restrictions upon

Locke’s term lengths. See Hughes, supra note 114, at 559.

124 Id.
125 Chief Justice William Murray, 1st Earl of Mansfield is more commonly known as “Lord Mansfield.” Lord Mansfield was appointed to the King’s Bench in 1756 and served until 1788. He was known for his valuable contributions to legal field, particularly in commercial law. See William Murray, 1st earl of Mansfield, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, http://bit.ly/1w9t93em (last visited Sept. 10, 2014).
127 See Why Disney Has Clout with the Republican Congress, supra note 10.
129 See Dinusha Mendis, The Historical Development of Exceptions to Copyright and Its Application to Copyright Law in the Twenty-first Century, 7.5 ELECTRONIC J. OF COMP. L. (Nov. 2003), available at http://www.ejcl.org/ejcl/75/art75-8.html (“[...]In 1709 the British Parliament produced the most significant breakthrough in the history of copyright law and introduced the first piece of copyright legislation in the world [...]”.
130 Id.
creation, speech and personal liberty. Under the Constitution, those restrictions are justified on grounds that they are necessary to provide incentives for creative genius, but they remain restrictions nonetheless. By conception, copyright’s restriction on personal liberty may sometimes be justified and necessary to enforce the statutorily created property rights ability to monetize properly, such as restrictions on bootlegging CD’s or on selling books written by another, but in the extreme these same policies often have effects that are much more pernicious and difficult to justify.

As one clear illustration of the costs of extremely long copyright, recently Warner/Chappell has claimed a copyright to “Happy Birthday to You,” which the Guinness World Records book calls the most famous song in the English language. Their copyright claim is based upon a published version of piano arrangements from 1935. Warner/Chappell is a major record label representing Madonna and Michael Jackson’s estate, not a fly by night operation. So far they have collected an estimated over $2 million a year in licensing fees from thousands of people that they have forced to pay licensing fees. According to one estimate, it is the song that earns the highest royalty rates.

Every time someone wants to use a portion of this song in a movie, television program, or stage performance they have to pay a license fee or risk being sued. And this is also true for “public performances” which would generally include the music played at restaurants and sports arenas, which require a license. It has been reported that restaurants such as Applebee’s and Shoney’s have developed songs that are used instead of “Happy Birthday to You” to avoid copyright infringement and avoid paying hefty royalties. This is a cost that our society bears, not being able to hear the song that individuals prefer to hear. Under current copyright law, “Happy Birthday to You” will remain under
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138 Mike Masnick, Lawsuit Filed to Prove Happy Birthday Is In the Public Domain; Demands Warner Pay Back Millions of License Fees, TECHDIRT (July 13, 2013), http://bit.ly/1yVTwDE.
140 Masnick, supra note 138; See Licensing Help, supra note 139.
copyright until 2030, but we should expect a potential push to continue to expand copyright even further beyond 2030.\textsuperscript{142}

However, the authenticity of the copyright claim from 1935 is itself under dispute, with others arguing that the song was written earlier and by someone else.\textsuperscript{143} Robert Brauneis of The George Washington University Law School argued persuasively that Warner/Chappell does not own a lawful copyright to this song, but while the Court tries to sort this out, people will have to pay rents to Warner/Chappell to publicly perform the most famous song in the English language.\textsuperscript{144} This will discourage some people from performing this song publicly, and it does so for no cognizable reason.

B. Limiting Historical Works

\textit{Eyes on the Prize}\textsuperscript{145} is one of the most important documentaries on the civil rights movement. But many potential younger viewers have never seen it, in part because license requirements for photographs and archival music make it incredibly difficult to rebroadcast.\textsuperscript{146} The director, Jon Else, has said “it’s not clear that anyone could even make ‘Eyes on the Prize’ today because of rights clearances.”\textsuperscript{147} The problems facing \textit{Eyes on the Prize} are a result of muddied and unclear case law on fair use, but also copyright terms that have been greatly expanded. If copyright terms were fourteen years, as they were in 1790,\textsuperscript{148} then the rights to short video clips for many of these historical events would be in the public domain.

Excessively long copyright terms help explain why Martin Luther King’s \textit{I Have a Dream} speech is rarely shown on television, and specifically why it is almost never shown in its entirety in any other form.\textsuperscript{149} In 1999, CBS was sued for using portions of the speech in a documentary.\textsuperscript{150} But if copyright terms
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\item \textsuperscript{143} G.F., \textit{The Economist explains: Why are the rights to “Happy Birthday in dispute?}, \textit{ECONOMIST} (Jun. 16, 2013, 11:50 PM), http://econ.st/1sOMX6c.
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were shorter than fifty years, then those clips would be available for anyone to show on television, in a documentary or to students.

When historical clips are in the public domain – learning flourishes. Martin Luther King did not need the promise of copyright protection for “life plus seventy years” to motivate him to write the I Have a Dream speech. He wrote the speech because of the March on Washington and because he hoped to inspire Congress to pass civil rights legislation. King gave the speech for political reasons and for historical value. He wanted it to be quoted and to inspire future generations – and he clearly succeeded.151

Yet today, generations of schoolchildren are denied the ability to watch this speech, a clear abuse of the intent for copyright to promote “the progress of science and the useful arts.”152 Furthermore, King’s speech itself built upon other works, referencing the Bible, the Gettysburg Address, My Country, Tis of Thee and William Shakespeare.153 The speech would not exist, at least not in any form recognizable to us, without the ability to build on the works of others but now generations after him are often unable to build upon his masterpiece. Generations of these historical artifacts now lay fallow behind locked vaults of copyright.

C. Increasing Transaction Costs

Judge Richard Posner has called the perpetual lengthening of copyright terms “the most serious problem with copyright law.”154 As Posner notes, the
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151 However, it should be noted the King Estate quickly registered the speech for copyright protection with the Library of Congress. This may have been done for him to be able to protect access to his speech, or it may have been done to monetize the speech. But at the point today where students can’t access the speech because of costs, this is clearly not what he would have intended. Any financial benefit from the speech was surely ancillary.

152 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.


154 Posner, supra note 10; Posner explains some of the problems with the extension: (1) [T]racing costs increase with the length of copyright protection; (2) transaction costs may be prohibitive if creators of new intellectual property must obtain licenses to use all the previous intellectual property they seek to incorporate; (3) because intellectual property is a public good, any positive price for its use will induce both consumers and creators of subsequent intellectual property to substitute inputs that cost society more to produce or are of lower quality, assuming (realistically however) that copyright holders cannot perfectly price discriminate; (4) because of discounting to present value, incentives to create intellectual property are not materially affected by cutting off intellectual property rights after many years, just as those incentives would not be
tracing costs may be a significant barrier.\textsuperscript{155} The tracing costs occur because it’s difficult to figure out whether works are in the public domain or under copyright and, if under copyright, whom to contact and the price to license the work.\textsuperscript{156} Works published before 1923 are in the public domain,\textsuperscript{157} but works between 1923 and 1964 are in a potential grey area, often depending on whether the author renewed the copyright.\textsuperscript{158} The only official records of renewal are held by the Copyright Office in Washington, DC; however, records before 1978 are not available online.\textsuperscript{159} So in order to license a photograph, movie, or book from before 1978, you may have to go to the Copyright Office in person and research using the paper card catalogs or pay the copyright office $165 an hour to search the record.\textsuperscript{160} Once one figures out who registered the work, when it was filed, and if it was renewed, it may still be legally complex to determine if it is under copyright or in the public domain. Cornell\textsuperscript{161} helped by putting together a complicated chart to help determine the status of a work, but as one of the creators of the chart for Cornell explains “[e]ven with the chart in hand, it is impossible to determine absolutely the scope of the public domain in the U.S. or to say with 100% certainty that a work has risen into the public domain.”\textsuperscript{162} Therefore, he wrote a 3600 word guide to supplement the chart to help decide if a work is in the public domain or not.\textsuperscript{163} This is legal complexity assuming that one knows all the facts like who the lawful owner is of the work and when and where it was registered. This lack of clarity in the law itself increases the transaction costs further.

D. Creating Orphan Works Epidemic

The mass epidemic of “orphan works” is largely a result of excessively long copyright terms,\textsuperscript{164} and demonstrates how copyright can act as a restraint on materially affected if... lucrative new markets for the copyrighted work, unforeseen when the work was created, emerged.
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\textsuperscript{156} \textit{R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 10.}
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\textsuperscript{162} Peter B. Hirtle, \textit{When is 1923 Going to Arrive and Other Complications of the U.S. Public Domain}, INFO TODAY (September 2012), http://bit.ly/OQtVJD.
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\textsuperscript{164} See PATRY, supra note 4, at192-195.
personal liberty and content creation.\textsuperscript{165} Orphan works arise when the rights holder for a work is not apparent and it’s either too expensive or, indeed, impossible to determine who is entitled to compensation.\textsuperscript{166} The prevalence of orphan works creates a number of problems for the content industry.\textsuperscript{167} If you can’t track down who owns rights in the work, you can’t use the work.\textsuperscript{168}

This problem was nearly nonexistent when copyright terms were shorter, and when it required formalities, but the perpetual extension of copyright has rendered large quantities of content un-reproducible.\textsuperscript{169} It means those videos, books and music effectively are off limits to society, while the heirs to those works receive nothing. It’s a policy nightmare that hurts everyone, including interests the copyright lobby claims to represent. It is also a clear demonstration of how copyright policy limits personal liberty, when individuals can’t reproduce or remix these works for any price.

This self-inflicted wound has real-world consequences.\textsuperscript{170} As the Copyright
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Once you buy a book, you can legally do almost anything to it. You can sell it to someone else, you can tear the pages out, you can throw it on a bonfire. God knows you can print terrible things about it. But you cannot make copies of it. The right to do that belongs to the author of the book and his or her heirs and assigns.

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{166} See \textit{U.S. Register of Copyrights, Report on Orphan Works} 1 (2006), \textit{available at} http://www.copyright.gov/orphan/orphan-report-full.pdf (defining orphan works) [Orphan works is] a term used to describe the situation where the owner of a copyrighted work cannot be identified and located by someone who wishes to make use of the work in a manner that requires permission of the copyright owner. Even where the user has made a reasonably diligent effort to find the owner, if the owner is not found, the user faces uncertainty – she cannot determine whether or under what conditions the owner would permit use.

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Maria A. Pallante, U.S. Copyright Office, The Next Great Copyright Act}, 332-33 (2013) \textit{available at} http://copyright.gov/docs/next_great_copyright_act.pdf (referencing Letter from David J. Kappos, Under Sec’y of Commerce for Intellectual Prop., to Maria A. Pallante, Register of Copyrights: “expressing his support for the ‘work that the U.S. Copyright Office is doing to examine the problem of orphan works” and noting that “it is in the leadership interests of the United States to explore solutions.”).

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{168} See \textit{U.S. Register of Copyrights, supra} note 166

Many users of copyrighted works have indicated that the risk of liability for copyright infringement, however remote, is enough to prompt them not to make use of the work. Such an outcome is not in the public interest, particularly where the copyright owner is not locatable because he no longer exists or otherwise does not care to restrain the use of his work.

\textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{170} \textit{See, e.g., Patry, supra} note 4, at 190 (“The BBC has 1 million hours of programming in its archives that are unusable because the rights holders are unknown…”); \textit{see, e.g., Her
Office concluded in 2006, “legislation is necessary to provide a meaningful solution to the orphan works problem as we know it today.”171 The legislation that would best fix the problem is to have significantly shorter copyright terms.172 In 2012, the Library of Congress, while noting the arguments in favor of copyright extension, explained that “extend[ing] the duration of copyright…increased the likelihood that some copyright owners would become unlocatable.”173 And the “net result” of copyright extension “has been that more and more copyright owners may go missing.”174

The issue of orphan works likely would have been alien to the Founders. In addition to the much shorter fourteen-year term, copyrights originally had to be deposited in the District Court for the jurisdiction of the proprietor, and then with the Office of the Secretary of State, who would keep a copy.175 While the Founders allowed copyright holders one renewal term, for a maximum term of twenty-eight years, without an affirmative action to renew, a work would automatically enter the public domain.176 Thus, every work that could be under copyright would have had a paper trail to track down, at most fourteen years out of date, and there could be no debate on which works were under copyright or who the rights holder was.

As the Library of Congress explained, the status quo where millions of works cannot be used because the owner cannot be identified or located is a state of affairs, as a result of current copyright policy, directly contradicts the constitutional purpose of copyright: “to promote the [p]rogress of [s]cience.”177

E. Depressing Volume of Publicly Available Content

The copyright lobby sometimes counters that a “public domain work is an orphan.”178 The previous head of the MPAA, Jack Valenti, explained that, in

171 See U.S. Register of Copyrights, supra note 166, at 7.
172 See Patry, supra note 4, at 56-58.
174 Id.
175 Compare Copyright Act of 1790, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 124 (1790) (repealed 1909); with Orphan Works and Mass Digitization, 77 Fed. Reg. at 64556.
176 ch. 7, 1 Stat. 124 (repealed 1909).
178 Robert A. Baron, Metaphor And Polemic In The Wars Over The Public Domain, 2
regard to public domain works, “[n]o one is responsible for its life. But everyone exploits its use, until that time certain when it becomes soiled and haggard, barren of its previous virtues.” The head of the RIAA explains that “there is all but zero value to a record company in a public domain recording.” The Institute for Policy Information, an MPAA-funded organization, offered in a recent blog post on its website that:

[T]he public domain is, in fact, a vast wasteland where a modest number of public works remain in circulation, but where almost everything disappears into obscurity, because the loss of ownership and control means no one any longer has any incentive to promote the distribution of the works or to popularize them.

In their brief before the Supreme Court, the Nashville Songwriters Association went even further, arguing that the public domain is nothing more than “legal piracy.” Considering the Founders’ copyright regime had a fourteen-year term, required registration and didn’t apply to foreign works, that’s an awful lot of “legal piracy” they permitted. If the logical extension of a special interest group’s argument is that the Founders were “pirates” then perhaps academics should be skeptical of such a claim – particularly because their claims are a testable hypothesis.

Further, these groups have a track record of disinformation and their claim that public domain content will become unavailable to the public echoes the scare tactics the content lobby used in its campaign to ban the VCR and, later, litigation against the first MP3 player (the Rio) and the first digital video recorder (Replay TV).

Today, there is enough information to assess the validity of these claims with data. And the data firmly establishes that their claims are simply not true. When books enter the public domain, there is an explosion in readership and availability, because public domain works can be provided for free online. In
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181 Motion Picture Association of America Inc., IRS Form 990 Tax Filing, 2011.
182 Tom Giovanetti, “You Didn’t Build That” Comes to Copyright, IPI ROUNDTABLE (Feb. 15, 2014), http://www.ipi.org/policy_blog/detail/you-didnt-build-that-comes-to-copyright.
184 Copyright Act of 1790, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 124 (1790) (repealed 1909).
185 R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 11.
186 Timothy Taylor, Absurdities of Copyright Protection, Conversable Economist, CONVERSABLE ECONOMIST (May 13, 2014), http://conversableeconomist.blogspot.com/2014/05/absurdities-of-copyright-
fact, we know today that works are significantly more available once they enter the public domain.187 In defense of Jack Valenti, the content industry has generally been far behind the wave of modern technology, and some of Valenti’s statements on the public domain from 1995188 predated the modern Internet and the collapse of the cost of storage which has made individuals and enthusiasts easily able to make public domain ebook’s available to the world for free. While this obviously has had a negative effect on widespread unauthorized access to copyrighted works, cheap online storage and fast internet connections have had a significantly beneficial impact on lawful access to public domain works.189

A 2012 review of Amazon’s book sales showed that books published after the critical public domain cut-off date of 1923, works under copyright just before they would enter the public domain but very old, are available at a dramatically lower rate than books from the prior century which are extremely old.190 This data doesn’t make sense, unless the public domain increased its availability, since one wouldn’t expect that works from the 19th century would be normally more available than those from the early 20th century. This phenomenon is what The Atlantic Magazine has referred to as The Missing 20th Century.191

The spike in availability starts right after works enter the public domain.192 This study shows there are 700 percent more books available from the 1910s than from the 1950s, even though there were many more books published in the 1950s.193

**Figure 2: New books from Amazon warehouse by decade**194

---


188 See Hearings on S. 483, supra note 179 (statement of Jack Valenti, Motion Picture Association).

189 See e.g., About, THE PUBLIC DOMAIN REVIEW, http://publicdomainreview.org/about/ (last visited Nov. 7, 2014) ("Founded in 2011, The Public Domain Review is an online journal and not-for-profit project dedicated to promoting and celebrating the public domain in all its richness and variety…our aim is to help our readers explore this rich terrain – like a small exhibition gallery at the entrance to an immense network of archives and storage rooms that lie beyond.")

190 Taylor, supra note 186.


192 Id.

193 Id.

194 This chart is a double peak, newer works under copyright are available of course, as demand is highest for brand new works. But the other peak is for the 1910’s, the last decade of works largely in the public domain and available without paying a copyright royalty.
SOURCE: Paul Heald

This type of evidence is not limited to book availability. Another study by the same economist showed that when books enter the public domain, audio versions of those works become significantly more available and are of equal quality to those of copyrighted books.\textsuperscript{195} The creation of audiobooks is clear evidence of the market “taking care of the content” and “promoting distribution” with or without a clear financial motive.\textsuperscript{196} As of publication, there appears to be no counter-study to contradict the findings of these studies.

F. Preventing Access to Cultural Legacy: Video

The content industry’s claim\textsuperscript{197} that enabling the public domain will hinder consumers’ access to those works, or maintain those works for posterity, is not only contradicted by the empirical evidence, but also implies the content industry itself is doing a good job investing in the commercialization, availability and preservation of older copyright works — when overwhelming evidence demonstrates that in several mediums — movies, television and video games in particular — industry is doing a terrible job of preserving our cultural legacy and making them available to the public. If copyright expired for older works, then an active fan base is likely to keep these works protected for posterity and available for others.

To be clear: this is unlikely some malicious activity on their part; rather, as rational economic actors they simply have limited or no economic incentive in preserving works that they perceive as having marginal economic monetization


\textsuperscript{196} \textit{R Street Policy Study No. 20}, supra note 6, at 12.

\textsuperscript{197} See Heald & Buccafusco, supra note 195.
opportunities. Further, any economic commercialization opportunities for older content may come at the expense of selling new content that they can sell at a premium. But while their intentions may not be malicious, the effects are very significant.

As for availability, William Patry, author of How to Fix Copyright notes that of the Motown recordings, ninety-five percent are unavailable today.198 Jason Schultz compiled research and found that only 2.3% (4,267) of the 187,280 books published in the US from 1927-1947 were available in 2002 from publishers at any price.199 Similarly, 9.2% of films were available.200

A recent study by the Library of Congress demonstrates the industry has done an extremely poor job of preserving older films.201 Of the nearly 11,000 silent feature films made from 1912 through 1929,202 the survey found only about 3,311 are known to exist today and only 1,575 exist in their original 35 millimeter release format.203 The rest survive in foreign versions, are incomplete, or are in lower-quality formats.204 This means only about fourteen percent of silent era films survived in their original form, and even those may not be in good quality today.205 Our culture is literally falling apart because copyright is preventing us from keeping it for the ages.

This epidemic doesn’t just affect films, it also affects our television history for which has historically been even less of an economic incentive of preserving (reselling aired television content is a relatively new monetization method for the industry, before that there was little known incentive for long term preservation of master tapes).206 For example, BBC is currently missing 97 of 800 Doctor Who episodes after the BBC had wiped its tapes.207 In fact, BBC was missing more episodes until in April 2009, while searching deep space for
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198 See Patry, supra note 4, at 61 ("even though Motown Records is a very valuable music catalog, 95 percent of its recordings are no longer available. Similar figures exist for other labels.").

199 Id. at 201.

200 Lindsay Warren Bowen, Jr., Givings and the Next Copyright Deferment 77 FORDHAM L. REV. 809, 832 (2008), available at ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4398&context=flr.


203 Id. at 21.

204 See Melville & Simmon, supra note 201.

205 Pierce, supra note 202, at 21.


207 Id.
extra-terrestrial signals, scientists in Puerto Rico discovered old television broadcasts that “seemed to be originating from deep space.”

Several weeks of broadcasts were recovered through this method, including lost episodes of Doctor Who.

This is not the only example, it was also true of other classic shows like *Dad’s Army* and *Z Cars*. Even Monty Python’s *Flying Circus* almost suffered this fate. According to Monty Python troupe member Terry Jones, “the shows were nearly wiped [erased] by the BBC.” Jones says that in 1971 he got a call that the BBC was going to erase all of the original tapes to save money. “That is what the BBC did in those days; they wanted the videotapes to reuse.” According to the documentary, Gilliam came to the rescue, buying the run of ‘Python’ episodes before they could be erased.

Incredibly, “[u]ntil the 1970s the networks did not have a systemic policy to preserve programming other than prime time. So all other genres -- sports, talk, daytime, news -- were haphazardly recorded and archived.” The first Super Bowl Sunday, January 15th, 1967, Green Bay Packers vs. Kansas City Chiefs, was watched by 27 million people; however, while it was apparently originally recorded by the networks at some point “both networks either destroyed or recorded over their videotapes and for decades, Super Bowl 1 was missing and was considered one of the holy grails of missing television.”

But thirty eight years later, two reels of two-inch quadruplex were found of most of the game, missing the half-time show and a good portion of the third quarter as well as some of the commentary between plays. According to one estimate this tape was valued at over $1 million.

As of 2011, even once the video was restored, no football fans had actually seen the recording of the
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219 How Most of Super Bowl I Was Recovered, TELEVISION OBScurities (Feb. 2, 2014, 2:30 PM), http://www.tvobscurities.com/2014/02/how-most-of-super-bowl-i-was-recovered/.
220 Id.
221 Roth & Diamond, *supra* note 218.
game as the Paley Center, which restored the video, was not the owner of the copyright.\footnote{222}{How Most of Super Bowl I Was Recovered, supra note 219.} In fact, according to one article, even as of 2014, the NFL has asserted copyright to prevent anyone from viewing the restored footage of the original game.\footnote{223}{Id.}

This issue has been such a systemic problem that the Paley Center, an organization dedicated to the discussion of the cultural, creative and social significance of television, radio and emerging platforms,\footnote{224}{Television Programs We’re Looking For, PALEY CENTER FOR MEDIA, http://bit.ly/1GyMRlW (last visited Nov. 10, 2014).} keeps an active list of “lost” programs\footnote{225}{Id. (several examples removed). Their current list includes (emphasis added):

The Opening of the World’s Fair with David Sarnoff and Franklin D. Roosevelt
(April 20, 1939)
This event marked the beginning of regularly scheduled telecasting, yet little visual record remains of these experimental years through World War II, including the first network program (October 17, 1941), in which a Philadelphia station carried a program originating from New York.

News: 1946-55
Esso Newsreel (NBC); CBS Evening News (CBS); All-Star News (ABC); Camera Headlings (DuMont; Camel News Caravan (NBC).

Coverage of the 1948 Presidential Election
Dewey or Truman? The election was covered by all networks; none of that coverage is known to exist.

Actor’s Studio
(1948-50)
We are searching for examples of this live anthology series that featured such students of the legendary acting school as Kim Hunter, Julie Harris, Jessica Tandy, Martin Balsam, and Marlon Brando.

NFL Championship Game: Los Angeles Rams vs. Cleveland Browns
(December 23, 1951)
The first network coverage of a National Football League championship game is missing. In fact, many of the most famous televised sporting events are lost, including Don Larsen’s perfect game in the 1956 World Series between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, and the classic 1958 NFL championship between the New York Giants and the Baltimore Colts.

Open End
(1958-66)
Few episodes of this David Susskind series remain. We are particularly interested in: “The Young Giants” (February 1, 1959) with directors Fred Coe, John Frankenheimer, and Sidney Lumet; “Always Leave Them Laughing” (February 14, 1960) with writers Larry Gelbart, Mel Tolkin, and Mel Brooks; and “Television Tempest” (September 25, 1960) with Ernie Kovacs, Rod Serling, and Sheldon Leonard.

Id.}
an era that has seen regular copyright extensions.\textsuperscript{226} But because video game generations move so quickly, one can easily see how older artistic works can quickly become completely unavailable to the general public – a far cry from the stated purpose of promoting the progress of the sciences when the general public can no longer access those materials in any form, sometimes for any price.

Since new consoles are released every four to six years,\textsuperscript{227} and most game consoles have limited or no backwards compatibility,\textsuperscript{228} older games become unavailable for the general public to buy commercially. Used versions of those games may be difficult to acquire and require the maintenance of an old game console that is no longer available for sale or supported for repairs. As a result, much of entire generations of video games are effectively impossible for the average person to enjoy, and therefore, for other video game creators to learn from or build upon. Arts are generally iterative, and perhaps this is even truer with video games, so the idea that generations of a broadly defined “art form” are disappearing, likely significantly stifles artistic creation.\textsuperscript{229}

However, despite the ease of maintaining the availability of these materials, and seemingly financial interest to the copyright holder to do so, the evidence suggests that even Nintendo, with one of the best track records on this issue, fails to make most of their games available for purchase in any capacity.\textsuperscript{230} Zachary Knight produced a small sample study on game availability and found that Nintendo’s Virtual Console doesn’t even scratch the surface of the classic


\textsuperscript{227} Shara Tibken, \textit{Game Console Updates Will Come Fast Game Stop CEO Predicts}, \textit{CNet} (Oct. 8, 2013, 8:36 AM), http://cnet.co/13ITHHM.

\textsuperscript{228} Andrea Peterson, \textit{PlayStation 4 Can’t Play Old Games. But Backward Compatibility Was Just a Fad}, \textit{Wash. Post} (Nov. 15, 2013), http://wapo.st/1x56z7N.

\textsuperscript{229} As previously stated in an article published by R street:

\begin{quote}
Many major game companies know that consumers loved their old games and try to provide some availability of their older games. Nintendo in particular is well known for their Virtual Console service where owners of Nintendo’s new consoles can buy versions of their older games and play them on the new console as digital downloads. From a technical perspective, the files are relatively minimal and the requirements for “emulation” are relatively easy for the console, so there is minimal impediment for Nintendo to bring back most of its games on the Virtual Console (those that it owns or can obtain permission to license).
\end{quote}

\textit{R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 12.}

While consumers often cannot legally access the vast majority of these older games, consumers are finding ways around legal restrictions through the use of emulators\textsuperscript{232} to play essentially any older game illegally. These emulators are extremely popular to access games that cannot be legally played otherwise. The use of such software demonstrates a continued, and unmet, demand for these games.\textsuperscript{233} Very often those who use these emulators actually bought a copy of these games at one point for a previous console that they may no longer have or maintain.

An iPhone\textsuperscript{234} has more than enough space and capacity to emulate every game console of Nintendo that is no longer available (but is not authorized by Nintendo and often requires the phone be jailbroken).\textsuperscript{235} Online downloads for

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{231} R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 12. Mr. Knight concluded: The lack of a public domain for games is hurting the modern gamer by denying them classic games outside of costly and time consuming collecting. Considering the finite number of working cartridges and discs for those games, many gamers are out the ability to play them completely. How much better would it be for gamers if we didn’t have such a dirth of games. Imagine if we pulled the ROM industry out of the shadows and brought it into the light and allowed those games to be freely and widely distributed. That is the power of the public domain. Instead of having fewer than 10% of games available through legal means, you will have closer to 100% of those games available. Knight, supra note 230.
  \item \textsuperscript{232} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{233} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{234} Nelson Aguilar, \textit{How to Play NES Game ROMS on Your iPad or iPhone – No Jailbreak Required}, WONDERHOWTO, ios.wonderhowto.com/how-to/play-nes-game-roms-your-ipad-iphone-no-jailbreak-required-0151062/ (last visited Sept. 27, 2014).
\end{itemize}
“every NES game,” the original Nintendo console, includes 13,337 games at a total size of around 250 MB (small enough to fit a smartphone). The existence of this gray market of emulators to play older consoles that can’t be bought new and download games that are no longer being sold, demonstrates that if copyright were to expire on video games, then the mainstream availability of those materials that are no longer being sold would likely expand exponentially.

Many older PC games have developed a cult following of generations who continue to play those games long after they are being commercially sold, long after the operating systems they were written for are in use, and long after the company even supports game play online. While PC’s don’t have the problem that consoles have with an entirely new console being sold every six years or so with minimal or no backwards capability, PC gaming has its own technological difficulties. New Microsoft operating systems may have minimal or no support for playing games made for Windows 95, or for DOS (and certainly not older Macintosh operating systems). Sometimes there are hardware issues in playing older games with modern 64-bit processors having difficulty playing games made for eight, sixteen or thirty-two bit processors. There are also potential graphics cards issues in displaying such older games on modern monitors with high resolution. But most importantly, there are often problems of online play for older PC games, which is the main allure for some games and the staying power of the video game itself. All of these problems could be dealt with quite easily if the game creators wanted to make their games accessible for modern audiences, or if game creators’ copyrights were to expire and demand was sufficiently strong.

One of the most successful PC game franchises was the Command & Conquer series by Westwood, which is listed as one of the top selling PC franchises in history having sold over 15 million copies. Later Command & Conquer games developed a strong following of online play – it’s one of the

---

239 See id.
first PC games with online play features, designed to work on dial up connections. Electronic Arts no longer sells the games individually, but it does sell these games as part of a collection of all Command & Conquer games – however, it no longer supports online play. This is problematic because one of the main draws of the Command & Conquer franchise was to play online, and with modern Ethernet connections being much faster than in the 1990’s, such a game could only improve with modern technology and a thriving user generated universe. Older games, like Command & Conquer, focused on online play for a variety of reasons, including that the artificial intelligence for computers was difficult to program. So if you wanted a real adversary in the game, you needed to play online against another person. Essentially for a modern audience, to fully enjoy Command & Conquer, you have to play it online as today’s artificial intelligence is very antiquated -- but unfortunately this is almost impossible and current copyright terms are part of the reason.

Today, Electronic Arts no longer supports the game, so in order for customers to play the game online, they have to rely on servers operated by a Swiss company that effectively no longer works. Effective online play for these games is rendered impossible: creating new usernames no longer works, games frequently crash online, etc. There are millions of people who enjoyed these games and would like to play them online — and some who would even pay money to play them online as they were intended — but because Electronic Arts no longer supports the series, that is functionally impossible.

If the Founders' copyright term were in effect today, with copyright expanded, originally just books, maps and charts, to now include video games, Electronic Arts’ original fourteen-year copyright would have expired for most of these games, or would soon expire, unless Electronic Arts chose to renew its copyright for another fourteen years and opted to pay to do so. Because Electronic Arts no longer supports these games, it’s highly likely that they would have chosen to let the copyright expire.

If the copyright on these games expired, far from Jack Valenti’s fear that the public domain is a barren wasteland, these popular games could be repurposed and updated for modern operating systems, or remade as an online Facebook
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243 See id at 7.  
245 See Zak Middleton, Case History: The Evolution of Artificial Intelligence in Computer Games, STANFORD 2 (Mar. 18, 2002), http://stanford.io/1wKQdPD.  
246 See Phillips, supra note 244.  
247 See id.  
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game. Millions of new people could enjoy these incredible games that created an entire genre of video games: real time strategy games. Some of those may be inspired to create their own real time strategy game, because casual online video gaming that can be played in browser is a newer type of medium and Command & Conquer styled games are well suited for that modern medium. While repurposing these games would require some work for free, if an open-source community can build an entire operating system and web browser for free and regularly maintain and update it, and if such a community can build the world’s largest encyclopedia, then an online community can repurpose older games for a modern audience. This is even more predictable when one analyzes the explosion of user-generated content within games such as user-created maps and user generated modified games.\textsuperscript{249} Electronic Arts would likely benefit financially from Command & Conquer’s legacy games going open-source because it has tried to create new Command & Conquer games but has had a variety of problems, stemming in part because newer generations are unfamiliar with the brand.\textsuperscript{250} New generations are losing this aspect of our culture, and at an alarming rate.

Examining how copyright terms affect availability of older video games has received almost no scrutiny in academic literature, and while it’s a newer medium of expression, if it is covered under copyright, then scholars must scrutinize how copyright best “promote[s] the [p]rogress of [the] [s]cience[s].”\textsuperscript{251} Top video games today cost as much or more than top movie production — the most expensive video game, Grand Theft Auto V from 2013, cost $265 million to produce and market\textsuperscript{252} which is comparable with the production costs, though not including the marketing, for the most expensive movie made in history “Pirates of the Caribbean - At Worlds End” which estimated at $400 million.\textsuperscript{253} Video games generate profits that can surpass the top films, for example, Grand Theft Auto V earned US $800 million in its first day and US $1

\textsuperscript{249} For example Valve’s “Half-Life” game was modified by Minh “Gooseman” Le and Jess “Cliffe” in 1999 to create “Counter-Strike” which would become one of the most popular games of all time (Valve would eventually buy out their intellectual property and re-release a Counter-Strike series). See Counter-Strike, FROM PACMAN TO POOL, http://mediaindustries1.wordpress.com/valve-and-counter-strike/counter-strike/ (last visited Dec. 13, 2014).


\textsuperscript{251} U.S. CONST. art. I § 8.


billion in its first three days making it the largest entertainment launch in history.\textsuperscript{254} Therefore, if nothing else for the economic size of the video game market, video games are a medium that should not be ignored. In fact, there should be much more scrutiny and analysis of copyright term lengths impact on video games because they are a very unique medium, so the rules that apply to books, maps and charts may need to be adjusted for video games – the assumptions that policy makers make on copyright may not hold true.\textsuperscript{255}

The original copyright terms of the 1790 Copyright Act applied only to books, maps and charts;\textsuperscript{256} these are mediums that were arguably “evolving,” as defined as building upon previous works, at a vastly different rate than video games. Furthermore, books, maps and charts have more of a timeless value. Good books, well researched maps and charts, will be of use for years ensuring a financial incentive for the publisher to keep them available while restricting others from publishing those works through copyright. But with video games, many game owners are not selling older games that they hold the rights too, while copyright is restricting anyone else from doing so, effectively removing culture from our society. Such a removal of culture from our society was not what the Founders intended with provisions to “promote the [p]rogress of the [s]cience[s].”\textsuperscript{257}

One can argue that long copyright terms are predicated under an implied assumption that many older materials, no longer actively being promoted, generally exist somewhere, so if someone really wanted to access those materials it is possible for them to find them on Ebay, a library or a used book store. Now in practice this does not always happen,\textsuperscript{258} or these rare works become extremely expensive (with the revenue not going to the content creator but to the holder of the work) but it’s an assumption that books and movies with some reader-

\textsuperscript{254} Erik Kain, ‘Grand Theft Auto V’ Crosses $1B In Sales, Biggest Entertainment Launch In History, FORBES (Sept. 20, 2013, 1:22 PM), http://onforb.es/1vhHvVp.

\textsuperscript{255} Further modern copyright laws like the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) have had a particular impact upon the video game industry, pushing video game consoles to become fully digital. Before the DMCA it was lawful for companies to reverse engineer modern video game consoles and release their own video games for those consoles without paying the license fee to Nintendo, Sega or Artari. A lot more tinkering was allowed and flourished. But the DMCA effectively mandated the current closed video game market where every game must be licensed by the console maker etc. This change may be beneficial or it may have had a negative effect for video game creation—certainly it likely harmed the potential for user generated games and it gave the console manufacturers much more leverage in demanding whatever licensing costs they would like. Thus copyright as applied to video games is much more complex than other mediums.

\textsuperscript{256} See R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 23.


\textsuperscript{258} For example, of the 187,280 books published between 1927-1946, only 2.3% were still in print in 2002. PATRY, supra note 4, at 201.
ship are still generally accessible somehow. But with video games, this simply may not be the case.

100 plus years from now, an average person would be unlikely to be able to procure a working Nintendo 64 and play Nintendo 64 games legally. This is not an exaggeration, as copyright terms are so long today that the physical technology to play the copyrighted works will have disintegrated before it expires. Furthermore, other copyright laws like the DMCA may make it illegal to make an unauthorized version of any digital video game console. That physical medium, Nintendo 64, is highly unlikely to survive in working condition that long, even if well taken care of. One can argue that for games that retain commercial value there may still be an incentive for the rights holder to make them available, but as can be shown through the popularity of emulators to play older games and Knight’s study of Nintendo’s virtual console games, this market demand is simply not met.\textsuperscript{259}

Copyright is designed to promote the progress of the sciences and useful arts through a temporary monopoly, for a small exclusivity window to provide a large incentive for content creation. If this “limited times” is so long that the medium is no longer accessible after the expiration of monopoly, then it’s not enabling a public domain at all. If Nintendo is only going to sell Nintendo 64 games for 6 years, and not even support the hardware after 10 years, do the original assumptions about copyright terms in other mediums make any sense as applied here? Do we want the force of law to prevent anyone from accessing video games that the producer has long forgotten about?

G. Stifling Content Creation

If we continue to subsidize rent-seeking by the heirs of existing copyright holders, rather than consider the interests of new content creators who need a shorter copyright term, we will stifle content creation. A number of orchestras, for example, have stopped performing Peter and the Wolf, by Prokofiev, since when the work returned to copyright protection after having been in the public domain, the cost of sheet music became prohibitive.\textsuperscript{260} A survey by the Conductors Guild found that eighty-three percent of orchestral conductors have a general practice of conserving resources by limiting their performances and recordings of copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{261} About seventy percent said they are “no

\textsuperscript{259} This can be contrasted with record players. While the medium was largely non-used, record players have remained available to purchase new and recently most people are buying record players once again. Only Nintendo can sell Nintendo 64’s and they have stopped doing so.

\textsuperscript{260} R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 13.

longer able to perform some works previously in the public domain … because those works are now under copyright protection.”

Many times, “remixing” of work from the public domain happens so subtly that the general public is completely unaware of the repackaging of previous ideas. Anyone who has watched DreamWorks’ “Shrek” series may have noticed that the character Puss in Boots – a cat who stands on his hind legs wearing shoes, bandana and a hat, while wielding a sword and exchanging witty banter – is based, however loosely, upon a 1729 French fairy tale by Charles Perrault.

H. A Vibrant Public Domain Benefits Society

Sometimes, the repackaging of older works includes not just a character, but an entire storyline. The Motion Picture Patents Company, the organization that dominated the early American film market, built much of its business on producing adaptations of books and plays in the public domain such as stories from the Bible, fairy tales and Shakespeare’s plays. Most of the Grimms’ fairy tales were first published in 1812, with the last edition produced in 1857. More than 100 years later, when the Grimms’ work was no longer copyrighted, they still had utility for modern culture. “Disney’s recent 2013 film Frozen was based upon an 1845 fairy tale by Hans Christian Anderson, entitled The Snow Queen.”

Sleeping Beauty from 1959 was based upon a 262-

262 Id. Professor Peter Decherney, who is a Professor of Cinema Studies at the University of Pennsylvania, in an op-ed in the New York Times entitled Will Copyright Stifle Hollywood explains the impact of copyright extension and removing works that were in the public domain back under copyright [in 1994 under the Uruguay Round Agreements Act]:

“In my own field — film — the effects of the 1994 law have been palpable. Distributors of classic foreign films have seen their catalogs diminished. Students can no longer get copies of many films. Archivists have postponed the preservation of important films. And of course filmmakers have lost access to works of literature that they might have adapted and music that might have enhanced soundtracks…[m]ore important, for Hollywood and every other American cultural industry, access to a stable and growing public domain has been essential to innovation. Unfortunately, even representatives of the American film industry don’t always recognize this truth…[t]he M.P.A.A. contends that the expansion of copyright is good for its industry. . .but history tells a different story. Filmmakers have consistently used public domain works to anchor artistic and technological innovation.


264 Peter Decherney, HOLLYWOOD’S COPYRIGHT WARS: FROM EDISON TO THE INTERNET 13 (John Belton ed., 2012).


266 Id.

267 Derek Khanna, Unconstitutionally Long Copyright Terms Stifle Content Creation,
year-old folk tale published by Charles Perrault in 1697.  

Snow White from 1937 was based upon the Brothers Grimm folk tale from 1812, and when Walt Disney was asked about that film he explained that “[he] picked that story because ‘it was well known and I knew we could do something with seven ‘screwy’ dwarfs….‘” It was well known because three previous versions of Snow White had already been created by 1937, a direct result of it being in the public domain, and Disney himself remembered having seen work performed before while growing up in Kansas City.

Under the current extremist copyright regime, as lobbied for by the content industry and enabled by Congress, there would never be another Disney Corp., whose success has been highly dependent on derivative characters and stories plucked from the public domain. Here is a short list of works created by Disney with story-lines mostly or entirely based upon works in the public domain (including the domestic box office revenues from the film, if available, but not including the often larger global revenues and other ancillary forms of lucrative merchandising and monetization):

**Table 1: Major Disney films based on public domain works**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Adjusted Domestic Gross</th>
<th>All Time Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Just Ask Disney</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://huff.to/Qemdcv">The Huffington Post</a>; see also Drew Taylor, Trapped In Ice: Inside The 70-year Journey Frozen Took To Get To The Big Screen, SNN (Nov. 26, 2013), <a href="http://bit.ly/1x57Yv3">http://bit.ly/1x57Yv3</a>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief of Peter Decherney as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioners at 16-17 Golan v. Holder, 132 S.Ct. 873 (2012) (No. 10-545).</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Derek Khanna, 50 Disney Movies Based on the Public Domain, <a href="http://www.forbes.com">Forbes</a> (Feb. 3, 2014, 10:12 AM); Other films in the Disney vault include ones based on the Arthurian legends; Greek myths; Aesop’s fables; English folk tales of Robin Hood; the Chinese legend of Hua Mulan; Plato’s legend of Atlantis; Charles Perrault’s “Cinderella” (1697); Daniel Defoe’s “Robinson Crusoe” (1719); Johann Goethe’s “The Sorcerers’ Apprentice” (1797); the life of Pocahontas; the Brothers Grimm’s “The Frog Prince” and “Rapunzel” (1812); Sir Walter Scott’s “Rob Roy” (1817); Washington Irving’s “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” (1820); Victor Hugo’s “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” (1831); Hans Christian Anderson’s “The Little Mermaid” (1837); Charles Dickens’ “Oliver Twist” (1839) and “A Christmas Carol” (1843); Alexandre Dumas’ “The Three Musketeers” (1844); Jules Verne’s “In Search of the Castaways” (1868); “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea” (1870) and “Around the World in 80 Days” (1873); Robert Louis Stevenson’s “Treasure Island” (1883) and “Kidnapped” (1886); Kenneth Graham’s “The Reluctant Dragon” (1898) and “The Wind in the Willows” (1908); Jack London’s “White Fang” (1906); and Edgar Rice Burroughs’ “Tarzan of the Apes” (1914) and “A Princess of Mars” (1917). See Eddy Ledinick, Disney’s 54 Classic Animated Vault Films, <a href="http://www.imdb.com">IMDB</a> (last visited Sept. 8, 2014).</td>
<td>271</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Original Author(s) and Source</td>
<td>Adaptation Year</td>
<td>Adaptation Author(s)</td>
<td>(SM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow White and the Seven Dwarves</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Brothers Grimm folk tale</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td></td>
<td>910.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasia</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Bach, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven and other classical compositions</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td></td>
<td>693.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jungle Book</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Novel by Rudyard Kipling</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>615.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping Beauty</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Charles Perrault folk tale/ Tchaikovsky ballet</td>
<td>1697/1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>606.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinocchio</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Novel by Carlo Collodi</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td></td>
<td>562.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Family Robinson</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Novel by Johann David Wyss</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td></td>
<td>449.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aladdin</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>“One Thousand and One Nights”</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td></td>
<td>437.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Hans Christian Andersen’s “Ice Queen”</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>384.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty and the Beast</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>G-S Barbot de Villedeneuve’s book</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td></td>
<td>378.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice in Wonderland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Lewis Carroll’s book</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td></td>
<td>351.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inflation-adjusted domestic gross box office figures courtesy of boxofficemojo.com

This partial list demonstrates how one company, Disney, has been enormously successful repackaging older story-lines from the public domain. Incredibly, while Disney was making its first feature film of Snow White, based on the public domain, they were considering making a feature film of Alice in Wonderland, but Disney “put the project on hold” because he believed that rights to Alice in Wonderland were not in the public domain. Disney was “so committed to using public domain works that he was willing to wait until all of the rights were clearly lapsed, and he finally released his version of Alice in Wonderland in 1951.”

The Disney Corporation, of course, added their own secret sauce, but the data shows that even 262-year-old story-lines easily can be translated to the mod-

---


273 Id. at 17-18.
ern world. In fact, not only are the characters and stories based on the public domain, but in some cases, so is much of the music.\textsuperscript{274} Furthermore, the original Mickey Mouse short film, “Steamboat Willie,” was itself a parody of Buster Keaton’s “Steamboat Bill Jr.”\textsuperscript{275} A parody is a form of fair use that builds upon the works of others.

Under current policy, there will never be another Disney. While Disney took and reused from the public domain, none of the works created by Disney are in the public domain for others to build upon.\textsuperscript{276} If current policy is extended, they never will. As Harvard Law Professor Lawrence Lessig has remarked, the Sonny Bono Copyright Extension Act ensures that “no one can do to Disney as Disney did to the Brothers Grimm.”\textsuperscript{277}

The content industry has essentially argued that copyright represents their natural right to property, a perspective vastly disconnected with the evidence from our founding era.\textsuperscript{278} Under the content industry’s logic, reusing others’ works without paying royalties or licensing is always stealing and they have pushed for more and more restrictions upon doctrines like fair use.\textsuperscript{279}

If, in the vernacular of the content industry, taking other people’s work without paying for it is always stealing, then the Disney Corp. is responsible for one of the greatest thefts in world history. Hollywood has “derived more profit from reusing public domain works than any other industry in history,” yet lobbies for policies to ensure their works never enter the public domain.\textsuperscript{280}

\textsuperscript{274} Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers v. Walt Disney Co., 145 F.3d 481, 484 (2nd Cir. 1998).
\textsuperscript{275} Lessig, supra note 13, at 24.
\textsuperscript{277} Steven Levy, Lawrence Lessig’s Supreme Showdown, Wired Mag., http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/10.10/lessig_pr.html.
\textsuperscript{278} See generally Derek Slater, An Interview with Jack Valenti, A Copyfighter’s Musings (Feb. 3, 2003), http://cmusings.blogspot.com/2003_02_02_cmusings_archive.html#88495460.
\textsuperscript{279} Id. Rep. Marsha Blackburn, R-Tenn. – one of the content industry’s most ardent supporters in Congress – has even ridiculed the concept of fair use itself:
I find it is like when you say you cannot be a little bit pregnant, so how do you go snip just a little bit of what somebody has created and where do you draw that line? It is like when my children were little, I would say, they would say something and it would be just a little white lie but little white lies lead to great big lies. And I think we have to begin to look at this issue not as just piracy, not as just snippets, but we have to look at it as theft.

I. The Need for a Vibrant Public Domain of More Recent Works

According to a study by the Copyright Office, under the law that existed until 1978, as much as eighty-five percent of all works under copyright in 1984 would have entered the public domain on January 1, 2013.\(^{281}\) For content creators who didn’t think it was worth renewing those copyrights, those works, books, music and movies would be available to use and repurpose for free and without permission. Ninth Circuit Appellate Court Judge Alex Kozinski has recognized that “[c]reativity is impossible without a rich public domain. Nothing today, likely nothing since we tamed fire, is genuinely new: [c]ulture, like science and technology, grows by accretion, each new creator building on the works of those who came before. Overprotection stifles the very creative force it’s supposed to nurture.”\(^{282}\)

The shrinking and limitation on the future public domain is a big deal because, as Professor Peter Decherney notes in his amicus brief that:

> [a] stable public domain has been, and remains, the most dependable tool in Hollywood’s arsenal of risk-mitigating and stabilizing measures. Public domain works are time-tested; they have name recognition; and they come with build-in audiences. . . . Today’s independent producers can no longer expect new works to enter the public domain any time soon. They also have a smaller pool of public domain works to draw from than their predecessors.\(^{283}\)

What if the works of Mozart, Dickens and Shakespeare were all under copyright and privately held? Has the public not been better served by having these works available for free to learn from and build upon? Would our generation and future generations not be better off with the older works of Disney available to build upon for free? That’s what the founders thought.\(^{284}\) But under mod-


\(^{282}\) White v. Samsung Electronics of Am., Inc., 989 F.2d 1512, 1513 (9th Cir. 1993) (Kozinski, J., dissenting). Judge Kozinski added that these “rights aren’t free: [t]hey’re imposed at the expense of future creators and of the public at large.” Id. at 1516 (Kozinski, J., dissenting). He observed that the law “is full of careful balances between what’s set aside for the owner and what’s left in the public domain for the rest of us.” Id. (Kozinski, J., dissenting). These balances “let the public use something created by someone else. But all are necessary to maintain a free environment in which creative genius can flourish.” Id. (Kozinski, J., dissenting).


\(^{284}\) Thomas Jefferson was much more skeptical of copyright and patents than James Madison and the Founders rejected his suggestions such as specifically listing a specific term length in the Constitution itself. Jefferso’s work should be read skeptically to ascertain the original public meaning of the copyright clause since the Founder’s disagreed with his conclusions; however, Jefferson’s perspective on the costs of copyright and patents, and the novelty of providing statutory property rights is enlightening. See Thomas Jefferson to Isaac McPherson, supra note 29.
ern law, the masterpieces of our era, and generations of recent past, may never be available to build upon.

V. FINDING THE OPTIMAL LENGTH OF COPYRIGHT TERMS

On February 5, 1841, Thomas Macaulay gave a speech on copyright to the House of Commons, and presented a number of arguments concerning the danger of copyright maximalism.285

Macaulay’s comparison of copyright with the East India Company’s monopoly on tea and Lord Essex’s monopoly on sweet wines is the same as Adam Smith’s comparison with merchants establishing a new trade route in a dangerous region.286

If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive property, it is the action of the thinking power called an idea, which an individual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces itself into the possession of every one, and the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it. That ideas should freely spread from one to another over the globe, for the moral and mutual instruction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems to have been peculiarly and benevolently designed by nature, when she made them, like fire, expansible over all space, without lessening their density in any point, and like the air in which we breathe, move, and have our physical being, incapable of confinement or exclusive appropriation. Inventions then cannot, in nature, be a subject of property. Society may give an exclusive right to the profits arising from them, as an encouragement to men to pursue ideas which may produce utility, but this may or may not be done, according to the will and convenience of the society, without claim or complaint from anybody.


Sir, that I may safely take it for granted that the effect of monopoly generally is to make articles scarce, to make them dear, and to make them bad. And I may with equal safety challenge my honorable friend to find out any distinction between copyright and other privileges of the same kind; any reason why a monopoly of books should produce an effect directly the reverse of that which was produced by the East India Company’s monopoly of tea, or by Lord Essex’s monopoly of sweet wines. . . It is good that authors should be remunerated; and the least exceptional way of remunerating them is by a monopoly.

Id.286 See SMITH, supra note 9

When a company of merchants undertake, at their own risk and expense, to establish a new trade with some remote and barbarous nation, it may not be unreasonable to incorporate them into a joint stock company, and to grant them, in case of their success, a monopoly of the trade for a certain number of years. It is the easiest and most natural way in which the state can recompense them for hazarding a dangerous and expensive experiment, of which the public is afterwards to reap the benefit. A temporary monopoly of this kind may be vindicated upon the same principles upon which a like monopoly of a new machine is granted to its inventor, and that of a new book to its author. But upon the expiration of the term, the monopoly ought certainly to determine; the forts
Here Macaulay not only uses the terminology of Madison, but he makes a similar argument. Madison argued that:

\[ \text{Grants of this sort [monopolies] can be justified in very peculiar cases only, if at all, the danger being very great that the good resulting from the operation of the monopoly, will be overbalanced by the evil effect of the precedent, and it being not impossible that the monopoly itself, in its original operation, may produce more evil than good.}^{287} \]

But like James Madison, Macaulay also argues that the good of copyright is such that we must accept some evil.\(^{288}\) Macaulay, however, expands from our knowledge of Madison’s opinion to provide one way to assess the proper balance “the evil ought not to last a day longer than is necessary for the purpose of securing the good.”\(^{289}\)

Macaulay goes on to argue that the longer copyright terms are, the more the harm must be balanced out by some benefit.\(^{290}\)

A monopoly of sixty years produces twice as much evil as a monopoly of thirty years, and thrice as much evil as a monopoly of twenty years. But it is by no means the fact that a posthumous monopoly of sixty years gives to an author thrice as much pleasure and thrice as strong a motive as a posthumous monopoly of twenty years. On the contrary, the difference is so small as to be hardly perceptible.\(^{291}\)

One can disagree that copyright should not “last a day longer than is necessary for the purpose of securing the good,”\(^{292}\) but it does provide a useful way to think about the subject. Furthermore, copyright can incentivize more than the original writing of the work, and it’s important for policy-makers to be confident of what the good is that needs to be secured through copyright: is the good writing a book, publishing a book, investing in public relations around a book, converting that book into a movie, investing in technology to remake that movie or update the movie for 3D.

But, unlike in Macaulay’s day, today we have a significant amount of data on the optimal term length of copyright. Therefore, policy-makers can take an honest approach: what does the data show on how the Founders copyright is insufficient or invalid for the modern economy and how can it be extended or

and garrisons, if it was found necessary to establish any, to be taken into the hands of government, their value to be paid to the company, and the trade to be laid open to all the subjects of the state. By a perpetual monopoly, all the other subjects of the state are taxed very absurdly in two different ways: first, by the high price of goods, which, in the case of a free trade, they could buy much cheaper; and, secondly, by their total exclusion from a branch of business which it might be both convenient and profitable for many of them to carry on.

\(^{287}\) Madison, supra note 27.

\(^{288}\) Macaulay on Copyright, supra note 285.

\(^{289}\) Id.

\(^{290}\) Id.

\(^{291}\) Id. (referencing Thomas Babington Macaulay’s First Speech to the House of Commons on Copyright).

\(^{292}\) Id.
improved for modern content and dissemination. This question, what does the data say, is how Congress approached the issue of copyright term length before, as the 1909 report already cited from the Senate Committee on Patents (S. 9440) stated that “Congress must consider...two questions: [f]irst, how much will the legislation stimulate the producer and so benefit the public; and, second, how much will the monopoly granted be detrimental to the public.”

Congress must use copyright to confer “a benefit upon the public that outweighs the evils of the temporary monopoly.”

There have been several studies on optimal copyright term length, and all have concluded that our current term lengths are counter-productive. Even the Congressional Research Service concluded the added incentive to create new works provided by a twenty-year extension to the term of copyright was small compared to existing incentives. A study from Cambridge University found the optimal copyright term is around fifteen years and found with ninety-five percent certainty that the optimal term of copyright should be less than thirty years.

Figure 3: Optimal length of copyright terms

---

293 COMM. ON PATENTS, TO AMEND AND CONSOLIDATE ACTS RESPECTING COPYRIGHT, H.R. REP. NO. 2222, at 7 (1909).
294 Id.
295 R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 20-21.
297 POLLOCK, supra note 3, at 22.
298 Id.
Current copyright terms are so long that they are literally off the chart, many standard deviations beyond optimal terms.

In 1999, as part of the Eldred case, Hal R. Varian, then-dean of the School of Information Management and Systems at the University of California at Berkeley, submitted an affidavit on the economic incentives of longer copyright terms, finding an insignificant difference on the incentives to produce between a “life plus seventy” term and a “life plus fifty” term.299

In 2003, the Economist magazine ran an editorial arguing for a fourteen-year copyright term, noting that “[c]opyright was originally the grant of a temporary government-supported monopoly on copying a work, not a property right...starting from scratch today, no rational, disinterested lawmaker would agree to copyrights that extend to seventy years after an author’s death, now the norm in the developed world.”300

In 2009, Professors Ivan Png and Qiuhong Wang analyzed the production of films, books and movies in nineteen OECD countries that, at various points between 1991 and 2005, had extended the statutory terms of copyright.301 Their research demonstrated no evidence that the longer terms of copyright caused the creation of more works.302 Given that we know the harm of longer terms, if there is no evidence of benefit, this is extremely significant.

In 2010, a group of leading experts on copyright law and policy released a report on reforms to U.S. copyright law.303 Their report, The Copyright Principles Project: Directions for Reform, includes many well-received proposals for reforming the copyright system, and the leader of this project testified with this report before Congress in 2013 to present the findings.304


302 See id.

303 See Pamela Samuelson et al., The Copyright Principles Project: Directions for Reform, 25 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1175, 1176 (2010) (“The goal of the Copyright Principles Project CPP was to explore whether it was possible to reach some consensus about how current copyright law could be improved and how the law’s current problems could be mitigated.”).

In November 2012, the House Republican Study Committee offered a proposal for copyright terms that would start out as free, but would gradually grow to require a larger fee and would terminate after forty-six years.305 The specific terms advised by that report were:

A. Free 12-year copyright term for all new works – subject to registration, and all existing works are renewed as of the passage of the reform legislation. If passed today this would mean that new works have a copyright until 2024.
B. Elective 12-year renewal (cost 1% of all United States revenue from first 12 years – which equals all sales).
C. Elective 6-year renewal (cost 3% of revenue from the previous 12 years).
D. Elective 6-year renewal (cost 5% of revenue in previous 6 years).
E. Elective 10-year renewal (10% of ALL overall revenue – [minus] fees paid so far).306

Under this system economic actors would make a choice on whether to renew their copyright at an increasing fee rate – the idea being that since the cost of copyright terms to society and other content creators, versus the benefit of the content creation, becomes more significant the longer copyright terms are, then if an owner wanted to renew their term every term would become more expensive until it reached market equilibrium and they chose not to renew because the economic costs were higher than the expected value. This proposal was designed to use market forces to have copyright holders choose how much retaining their copyright was worth. If a copyright holder like Disney decided they wanted to maximize their monetization of some AAA movie, then they would have the option of paying the high cost to receive the full forty-six years.307 Under this proposal, content valued at a lower monetary value would be unlikely to be renewed and registered beyond the first renewal period. Things that are not intended to be under copyrights protection, like normal e-mails, texts, tweets and Facebook messages, would, by default, not be copyright unless someone took an affirmative act to copyright them.308

The purpose of the report was to begin a conversation on how to fix copyright by restoring its original public meaning under the Constitution – and given that purpose, it did help foster a debate. The report was generally well

305 Derek Khanna, RSC Policy Brief: Three Myths About Copyright Law and Where to Start to Fix It, REPUBLICAN STUDY COMM. 8 (Nov. 16, 2012), http://bit.ly/1v8o7tj. To be clear this is not my personal recommendation. I was asked to produce this report on behalf of a Congressional organization of over one-hundred-sixty Members of Congress.
306 Id.
308 To be clear while the author of this piece authored that report for the RSC, the report was the consensus of the staff members of the organization, and the author presently would improve upon some of the ideas there rather than implement that exact proposal, it was created for the committee and to foster a debate on potential reforms.
received, particularly by conservative and libertarian organizations. Since the report, there has been more serious consideration of copyright term reform on several fronts.

A. Copyrighting One Billion Facebook Messages Per Day

The disparity between the Founder’s copyright of fourteen years and modern copyright terms that last longer than anyone could ever be alive should be particularly glaring to modern audiences who have seen a massive expansion of the scope of copyright, in addition to the length. Today, everyone is a content creator in a way that average people were not in the early twentieth century. Protecting our personal e-mails, Facebook posts, and tweets under copyright for our lifetimes, plus seventy years, does not seem to meaningfully fulfill the constitutional mandate of promoting the progress of the sciences. Furthermore, social norms on those forms of creation differ extremely from the law. Of course, this is not to justify large-scale piracy, but social norms are such today that forwarding an e-mail from a friend is not perceived as a potential legal problem – even among the most litigious in favor of maximalist copyright positions. However, under many readings of the copyright statutes, the content of your e-mails are copyrighted and forwarding an e-mail without permission, especially if the e-mail says not to forward, could be considered copyright infringement, making you liable.

Professor Tom W. Bell’s book, *Intellectual Privilege: Copyright, Common Law, and the Common Good*, makes a compelling case for restoring the copyright term of the Founders for fourteen years with a potential fourteen year extension if the author is still alive.

309 See Ezra Klein, *Derek Khanna Wants You to Be Able to Unlock Your Cellphone*, Wash. Post (Mar. 9, 2013), http://wapo.st/11FRE5D (“The memo was approved…and put online, where the reaction was enthusiastic. ‘The American Conservative Union put the memo on their front page,’ Khanna says.”).

310 See The Register’s Call for Updates to U.S. Copyright Law: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Courts, Intellectual Property and the Internet Comm. on the Judiciary, 133th Cong. 7-8 (2013) (statement of Maria A. Pallante, Register of Copyrights, United States Copyright Office) (suggesting that Congress should reconsider the “principle of copyright law that copyright owners should grant prior approval for reproduction and dissemination of their works”); see also Dep’t of Commerce: Internet Task Force, Copyright Policy, Creativity, and Innovation in the Digital Economy 29-30 (July 2013) (stating that the extension of copyright terms has been a factor in the creation of the “orphan works” problem); see Pethokoukis, supra note 2 (arguing that copyright law has become a form of cronyism for companies).


313 See generally id. (advocating a return to the copyright laws as established in The
this short term is necessarily optimal, while “fourteen plus fourteen” years may seem short, it should be noted that commercial exploitation of a work took much longer in 1790.314 In 1790 it was much more difficult to get a book printed, it was slower to distribute the book by land and ship or to get it stocked in book stores, and it took a longer time to advertise a work across the country.315 Because today’s commercial exploitation can often reach a global audience in a matter of days or hours, the argument for needing copyright durations exponentially longer from that of our Founders seems more difficult to sustain. However, at the same time, today books can be turned into movies and other derivative works that didn’t exist in the 18th century. The costs of modern production of a major film are vastly higher than the costs of producing and distributing a book in the 18th century, but the ability to monetize has also kept up significantly, and given the revenue curves for movies, if a movie does not make its cost back in the first twenty-eight years, it’s unlikely to make up the rest of the difference in the next hundred.

B. Congressional Capture, Comparing Evolution of Patent and Copyright law

We’ve established how rights holders, as rational economic actors, have a vested interest in manipulating the system to benefit themselves while potentially hurting new content creators, but there is also robust data to support congressional capture, which can be most clearly demonstrated by comparing the evolution in copyright terms with the evolution in patent terms.316 Both copyright and patents began with terms of fourteen years, but while copyright has extended 580%, patent terms have only expanded 43%, to twenty years.317 And copyrights and patents were both considered by James Madison as a form of monopoly where the benefit outweighs the “evil.”318 Thus, analyzing the evolution of copyrights versus the evolution of patents helps demonstrates the direct impact of cronymism.319 As Edward C. Walterscheid ex-

314 See e.g., WILLIAM PATRY, COPYRIGHT LAW AND PRACTICE 34 (2000) (between 1790-1800 “the distribution of books was primarily local.”).
315 See e.g., Robert A. Gross, Introduction, in HISTORY OF THE BOOK IN AMERICA VOL. 2, AN EXTENSIVE REPUBLIC: PRINT, CULTURE, AND SOCIETY IN THE NEW NATION, 1790-1840 5-6 (Robert A. Gross & Mary Kelley eds., 2010) (describing the extensive periods of time it took to circulate printed news throughout the last decade of 18th century America and into the 19th Century).
316 See Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 201-02 (2003) (“Because the Clause empowering Congress to confer copyrights also authorizes patents, congressional practice with respect to patents informs our inquiry.”).
317 Walterscheid, supra note 65, at 41.
318 Madison, supra note 27.
319 However, the Supreme Court has noted that in regard to copyright and patents, “[t]he
plains “While there are recognizable similarities between the Patent Act of 1790 and the present patent statutes, one is hard pressed to find much recognizable from the Copyright Act of 1790 in the present copyright statutes.”

For copyright, there is a one major interest group that effectively manipulates the system and ensures works never enter the public domain. On the other side, there is no discernable opposition interest group with anywhere near a comparable interest in stopping this elongation.

But in the realm of patent terms, there are interest groups on both sides of the issue. For every company that benefits from patent protection, there are other companies waiting for that protection to end, so they can use the technology. However, it’s even more complex than that, because these two sides are often represented even internally within a company, where the company gets its new inventions patented but is also waiting on its competitors patents to lapse. There are certainly “patent trolls” that only have a pecuniary interest in two areas of law, naturally, are not identical twins.” and care must be taken “in applying doctrine formulated in one area to the other.” But nonetheless the Court has acknowledged the “historic kinship between patents law and copyright law.” Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 439, n. 19 (1984); See Edward C. Walterscheid, Divergent Evolution of the Patent Power and the Copyright Power, 9 Intell. Prop. L. Rev. 307, 309 (2005)

[T]he grouping of the patent power and the copyright power in the same clause suggests that the Framers viewed them as at least fraternal twins with similar characteristics. That this was the case is further evidenced by the use of the singular “the exclusive Right” with regard to both powers. It is reasonable to assume that by using the singular “the exclusive Right” and combining authority to create both patents and copyrights in the same Clause, the Framers intended the legal consequences of both the patent grant and the copyright grant to be similar, if not identical.

Id.

Walterscheid, supra note 319, at 308-09.

See Copyright Extremists Shouldn’t Control Information, supra note 10 (discussing the “copyright lobby”).

See Timothy B. Lee, 15 Years Ago, Congress Kept Mickey Mouse Out of the Public Domain. Will They Do It Again?, WASH. POST (Oct. 25, 2013), http://wapo.st/1gu2nCJ (“[N]on-profit groups…served as public-interest watchdogs on copyright issues…[b]ut his efforts to recruit them to fight term extension fell flat. With the bill looking unstoppable, most of the groups chose to make peace with the forces pushing the bill.”).

See e.g., Gary Robbins, Consumers to Benefit as Patent Expires on Plavix, UT SAN DIEGO (May 4, 2012 6:30 AM), http://bit.ly/1v8oDYj (explaining that the patent term for the drug Plavix, which generated 4.7 billion dollars of revenue in 2010, was set to expire and that generic forms would hit the market at that time).

In 2009 the patent for FDM printing technology expired, allowing 3D printing companies to utilize this technology. These 3D printing companies in turn patent their own printing process. Melba Kurman & Hod Lipson, Why Patents Won’t Kill 3D-Printing Innovation (Op-Ed), LIVESCIENCE (July 29, 2013, 10:25 AM), http://www.livescience.com/38494-3d-printing-and-patent-protection.html.

for longer and stronger patent terms, but many big companies that lobby have interests on both sides.\footnote{Companies in the pharmaceutical industries would support longer patent terms whereas companies in the software industry benefit from shorter patent terms due to the nature of software innovation. See Posner, supra note 10.} Therefore, as far as Washington sees the issue, there are interest groups on both sides (albeit with different levels of strength), and major companies have interests split between the two sides. This is not to say that patent policy is perfect, Madison warned us to “guard” both copyrights and patents “again[	ext{st}] abuse,”\footnote{Madison, supra note 27.} and appeared to be more worried about patents as well, but at least more than one vested interest is represented in the policy discussion for patents.

Patents represent a deal between innovators and the general public: teach the world how to make your invention (thereby no longer having a trade secret) and, in return, you get an exclusive period to profit from that invention through a government-granted monopoly, which we treat like a property right.\footnote{See American Foundry & Mfg. Co. v. Josam Mfg. Co., 79 F.2d 116, 117 (8th Cir. 1935) (“A patent is a governmental grant of monopoly for the making, selling, and use of a novelty (disclosed therein) as claimed by the patent.”).} The various special interest perspectives can be seen in the current debate on patent reform, where some interests represent non-practicing entities with large patent portfolios, some represent established businesses with patents such as Microsoft and Google, and some at least claim to represent venture capitalists and the start-up community. Each has potentially divergent interests on patent law.

In the vernacular of Federalist 10, patents create “factions” in favor of longer terms, which combat other “factions” in favor of shorter terms, and this feud helps keep patent term lengths under control.\footnote{The Federalist No. 10, at 53-55 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898).} In 1790, patent terms were fourteen years, and today they are twenty years.\footnote{Copyright Act of 1790, ch. 15, 1 Stat. 124 (1790); 35 U.S.C. § 154(c) (2012).} Additionally for most of the groups involved in lobbying on patent policy, patents are just one of many issues they care about.\footnote{See Erin Mershon & Tony Romm, Big Tech Tracks Are All Over D.C. Patent War, POLITICO (Apr. 27, 2014, 10:41 PM), http://politico.com/QUGFjl (“I get why companies are all fighting like crazy over this…”[t]heir business models are dependant on patents, and everybody has a different stake in the patent system.”).} As a result, they have to set lobbying priorities, rather than devoting all their firepower toward this one issue.

But when it comes to copyright terms, as will be shown in the next section, the state of play is markedly different – there are no factions to fight factions on copyright terms.

\footnote{is somebody who tries to make a lot of money off a patent that they are not practicing and have no intention of practicing and in most cases never practiced.”}.\footnote{See Erin Mershon & Tony Romm, Big Tech Tracks Are All Over D.C. Patent War, POLITICO (Apr. 27, 2014, 10:41 PM), http://politico.com/QUGFjl (“I get why companies are all fighting like crazy over this…”[t]heir business models are dependant on patents, and everybody has a different stake in the patent system.”).}
C. Bringing a Knife to a Gunfight: One Sided Copyright Term Battles

Deliberations on the last major copyright extension – 1998’s Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act – began with a U.S. Copyright Office hearing in 1993 on whether to extend the duration to “life plus seventy.” At the time, the register reported that “perhaps because legislation did not appear on the horizon, only representatives who strongly supported increasing the term of protection appeared.” This is one advantage that special interests can take advantage of, having lobbyists on the ground gives them knowledge of upcoming legislation and hearings before the general public knows, so it’s not entirely surprising that they were the only ones represented. But once legislation was introduced and this legislative movement was known outside of the typical D.C. circles, this one-sided war did not change. In 1995, with legislation now on the table:

[N]o witness and no member of Congress expressed concern that the extant term of copyright protection was inadequate to encourage authors to create and distribute new works of authorship...[n]o witness or member of Congress suggested that circumstance or government action had prevented copyright owners from exploiting their works to the fullest extent during the copyright terms they had already enjoyed.

Under the Constitution, the operative question for lawmakers should have been how an extension would promote the progress of science or the useful arts, the Founders’ clear instructions. As mentioned, earlier, the 1909 report from the Senate Committee on Patents (S. 9440) noted that certain legislation would be beyond the power of Congress, that copyright law is “not primarily for the benefit for the author, but primarily for the benefit of the public.” That report argued that “Congress must consider...two questions: [f]irst, how much will the legislation stimulate the producer and so benefit the public; and, se-


\[\text{\textsuperscript{334}}\] Id. at 6.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{335}}\] See Copyright Extremists Shouldn’t Control Information, supra note 10 (“The purpose of copyright law is to provide incentives and protection to authors to create and publish original works, not give corporations the power to control the flow of information.”).

\[\text{\textsuperscript{336}}\] See COMM. ON PATENTS, TO AMEND AND CONSOLIDATE ACTS RESPECTING COPYRIGHT, H.R. REP. NO. 2222, at 6-7 (1909)

The object of all legislation must be...to promote science and the useful arts...[T]he spirit of any act which Congress is authorized to pass must be one which will promote the progress of sciences and the useful arts, and unless it is designed to accomplish this result and is believed, in fact, to accomplish this result, it would be beyond the power of Congress.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{337}}\] Id. at 7.
cond, how much will the monopoly granted be detrimental to the public.\textsuperscript{338}
Congress must use copyright to confer “a benefit upon the public that outweighs the evils of the temporary monopoly.”\textsuperscript{339}

While this was the consensus from the Founding era until 1909, this framework had no place in the discussion in 1995-1998 for the Sonny Bono Act, in fact such considerations appear never to have been discussed seriously, in large part because no interest group was forcing Congress to do so.\textsuperscript{340} Instead, deliberations were dominated almost completely by large content creators, who accounted for roughly six percent of U.S. GDP and represented either the largest or second-largest U.S. export.\textsuperscript{341} In 1995-1998 they had significant lobbying influence, which has only grown more substantial through present day.\textsuperscript{342}

One of the main corporate copyright owners engaged in deliberations of the 1997 bill was the Disney Corp., which led the charge for copyright term extension.\textsuperscript{343} Disney’s copyright on its flagship Mickey Mouse character had accounted for up to $8 billion in revenue in 1998, they certainly had a lot to lose and no other company had anywhere close to a similar stake in seeing the legislation fail.\textsuperscript{344} Then-Disney Chairman Michael Eisner met personally with then-Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,\textsuperscript{345} and Disney’s political action committee contributed to Lott’s campaign on the same day that he signed

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{338} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{339} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{341} Brief of the Sherwood Anderson Literary Estate Trust et al., as Amici Curiae Supporting Appellants, Eldred v. Reno, 239 F.3d 372 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (No. 99-5430).
\item \textsuperscript{342} According to Opensecrets.org, an organization that tracks disclosure information, in 1998, TV/Movies and Music related industry lobbying was $333 million, with 451 lobbyists. But in 2011 the next time the industry was pushing for major legislation, SOPA/PIPA, they spent $123.1 million lobbying, a 373% increase in annual spending. Further as for contributions to campaigns and PACs, in 1998 the industry spent $16.9 million, in 2012 they spent $65.9 million. See TV/Movies/Music, OPENSECRETS.ORG, https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/indusclient.php?id=B02&year=1998 (last visited Nov. 8, 2014) (1998 lobbying); see also TV/Movies/Music, OPENSECRETS.ORG, https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/indusclient.php?id=B02&year=2011 (last visited Nov. 8, 2014) (2011 lobbying); see also TV/Movies/Music, OPENSECRETS.ORG, https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/indus.php?ind=B02 (last visited Nov. 8, 2014) (campaign contributions).
\item \textsuperscript{343} Janet Wasko, The Magical-Market World of Disney, 52 MONTHLY REV., (2001).
\item \textsuperscript{344} Daren Fonda, Copyright’s Crusader, BOSTON GLOBE MAG. (Aug. 29, 1999), http://www.public.asu.edu/~dkarjala/commentary/Fonda8-29-99.html.
\item \textsuperscript{345} Disney Lobbying for Copyright Extension No Mickey Mouse Effort, CHI. TRIB. (Oct. 17, 1998), http://www.public.asu.edu/~dkarjala/commentary/ChiTrib10-17-98.html.
\end{itemize}
on as co-sponsor of the bill.\textsuperscript{346} Within a month, Disney also gave “$20,000 in soft money to the National Republican Senatorial Committee.”\textsuperscript{347} In the House, “[o]f the thirteen initial sponsors…ten received contributions from Disney’s PAC”.\textsuperscript{348} Additionally, “on the Senate side, eight of the twelve sponsors received contributions.”\textsuperscript{349}

For companies like Disney and trade associations like the MPAA, strong copyright protection is their most important lobbying issue and they are able to mobilize for action on this objective without hurting other efforts – this is very likely the biggest issue they cared about at the time. According to lobbying records and media accounts, there is no company with a comparable interest in shorter copyright terms.\textsuperscript{350} One industry completely dominated the discussion.

Some in the content lobby have pointed to technology companies as a special interest that confronts the content lobby in their agenda – but in the cases of term length in particular this conclusion is false, misleading and contradictory by the evidence.\textsuperscript{351} This seems plausible given that big tech is certainly spending quite a bit of cash in Washington.\textsuperscript{352} Sometimes this narrative has even entered academic literature, as a journal article by Paul Schwartz and Georgetown Law Dean William Treanor argues “intellectual property issues frequently pit powerful economic actors against each other [and that] the political process generally works well in this realm.”\textsuperscript{353} Treanor goes on to argue that eBay, Lexis and WestLaw have an interest in protecting their computer-

\textsuperscript{346} Jesse Walker, \textit{Copy Catfight}, \textsc{Reason} (Mar. 1, 2000, 12:00 AM), http://reason.com/archives/2000/03/01/copy-catfight.
\textsuperscript{347} Id.
\textsuperscript{348} Disney Lobbying for Copyright Extension No Mickey Mouse Effort, \textit{supra} note 345.
\textsuperscript{349} Id.
\textsuperscript{350} See \textit{Why is Congress Criminalizing Copyright Law?, supra} note 10 (“Congress seems intent on changing all our intellectual property laws to benefit big corporations.”); see also \textit{Why Disney Has Clout with the Republican Congress, supra} note 10
\textsuperscript{351} ‘Limited time’ is not only a constitutional requirement, it is an excellent rule. There is no good reason for the remote descendants of James Madison, Julia Ward Howe, or Thomas Nast to receive royalties on the Federalist Papers, the Battle Hymn of the Republic, or Santa Claus. . . . [W]hy did Judiciary Committee Republicans quietly put through legislation that hurts the public interest but is so immensely profitable to Disney?
\textsuperscript{353} Paul Schwartz & William Treanor, \textit{Eldred and Lochner: Copyright Term Extension and Intellectual Property as Constitutional Property}, 112 \textsc{Yale L.J.} 2331, 2405 (2003).
ized data vs. other companies who want free access, and concludes that “[t]hese companies seem well-matched in terms of economic resources and likely political clout.” He concludes the same with content providers pushing for anti-piracy technology and high-technology companies on the other side.

While much of this journal article is well researched and articulated, this portion is demonstrably false— but it reflects a position commonly believed. Treanor is arguably correct that on data protection there are two major interests, and for piracy technologies there are two major interests; however, Treanor’s journal article is specifically an epitaph on copyright term lengths. Seeing two arguably even battles on copyright, battles that have been traditionally dominated by the content industry, and therefore concluding that copyright term lengths must be the same is illogical. This is an example of common wisdom that is demonstrably incorrect.

It is convenient for the content industry to be able to point to another “special interest” group on the other side, but it’s not an accurate representation of the actual lobbying landscape on particular copyright issues. While technology companies sometimes have copyright related interests, such as for safe harbor under the DMCA, provisions which allow for user generated websites like Youtube, Facebook and Twitter to flourish, and provisions which they actively lobby on behalf of, there is no evidence of technology companies ever lobbying against extension of copyright terms. Further, the main technology companies that the content industry points to as being their contender didn’t even exist during the last copyright term battle.

Term extensions are an issue that they have never devoted resources to confront, allowing for a one-sided special interest battle. Consider that while Disney had billions to gain from legislation, no technology company, or for that matter public interest group or other organization, had anything like a comparable financial stake that would be forwarded by shortening copyright lengths or holding them steady. Makers of technologies like video cassette and digital video recorders, personal audio players and satellite television all have had
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354 Id.
355 Id.
356 See Gerald C. Pia Jr. & Brian C. Roche, Has The Internet Killed the Video Star, THE CONN. L. TRIB. 1 (Apr. 2007), http://bit.ly/1wtsUKg (“[T]he DMCA is also the result of lobbying by Internet and technology companies, who managed to obtain certain ‘Safe Harbors.’”).
run-ins with the content industry, but the length of copyright terms has been irrelevant to those legal feuds. Given large but limited lobbying assets, they largely avoid policy battles in which they don’t have a stake such as copyright terms.

This perspective is bolstered by evidence from the hearings on the legislation, in the Senate Judiciary Committee report in 1996, Sen. Hank Brown, R-Colo. – the panel’s only opponent to extending copyright terms – wrote that he “thought it was a moral outrage…[t]here wasn’t anyone speaking out for the public interest.” Another report on the deliberations described the bill’s opponents as “a far weaker coalition of college professors, constitutional lawyers, librarians and small town school teachers.” There is no report of major technology companies.

Today, the MPAA is even more powerful in manipulating the policy process than in 1998, which could be seen in their attempt to pass the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and the Protect IP Act (PIPA) in 2012. After getting insufficient support from Members to pass that legislation in the face of 12 million Americans engaging to stop SOPA/PIPA, MPAA Chairman Chris Dodd, a former U.S. Senator from Connecticut, said:

Candidly, those who count on quote ‘Hollywood’ for support need to understand that this industry is watching very carefully who’s going to stand up for them when their job is at stake…[d]on’t ask me to write a check for you when you think your job is at risk and then don’t pay any attention to me when my job is at stake.

This statement shows the head of Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), while lobbying for Congress to pass SOPA/PIPA, telling members of Congress that if they don’t “pay any attention to me” on this issue, then Congress should not “ask me to write a check for you.” This statement appears to say: if you do not do this official act, voting for our legislation, we will not give you money in the future. If a quid-pro-quo could be established, which this statement seems to show, it would be a felony, which is the embodiment of what James Madison warned future generations of many years ago, that we

359 Lee, supra note 322 (quoting Sen. Hank Brown (R-Colo.)).
360 Disney Plots a Billion Dollar Plan to Rescue Mickey Mouse, INDEPENDENT.IE (Feb. 16, 1998, 00:11), http://bit.ly/1CcBNII.
363 Id.
364 Id.
“must guard these instruments with strictness ag[ainst] abuse.” Madison was worried about abuse likely because he knew how vested interests had used their connections with the King to get special favors for government monopolies, and he likely knew that in the future a vested interest would gain a close relationship with government and use their influence to use copyrights and patents to gain new wealth and distort the purpose from the constitutional mandate, and thereby society would pay the cost of this abuse.

Dodd’s statement was met with public outrage and a White House petition demanding that the Administration investigate Chris Dodd for corruption stated that “[t]his is an open admission of bribery and a threat designed to provoke a specific policy goal.” Yet, after the petition received the required number of signatures for a response, the White House responded merely by saying that they won’t “comment on this petition because it requests a specific law enforcement action.” It does not appear that any investigation was ever conducted.

Within the year, the House Republican Study Committee issued the report previously mentioned here on potential ideas for copyright reform. After that report was released and received significant support from the conservative side, as well as a variety of outlets across the political spectrum, the report was taken off-line under pressure from special interest groups representing the content industry – and within 24 hours.

Suspicion of cronyism is not a perspective only held by outside observers; even congressional organizations have recognized the legislative process as being manipulated by special interests. The Young Guns Network’s Room to Grow Report, representing Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, former Majority Leader Eric Cantor and Chairman of the House Budget Committee Paul Ryan among others, concluded that current copyright terms were the direct result of cronyism rather than thoughtful policy considerations – and they are certainly in a position to know about the influence of the content industry upon their
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366 Madison, supra note 27.
367 See Khanna, supra note 365 (arguing that the influence of the Chris Dodd and the MPAA on the SOPA and PIPA legislation is what James Madison feared with copyright).
368 We the People Petition: Investigate Chris Dodd and the MPAA for bribery after he publicly admitted to bribing politicians to pass legislation, THE WHITE HOUSE (Jan. 21, 2012), http://1.usa.gov/1sOXZ1W.
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370 As previously mentioned, the author of this journal article was asked to draft that report for the RSC.
371 See James Pethokcukis, Regulatory & Financial Reforms To Combat Cronyism and Modernize Our Economy YOUNG GUN NETWORK 85 (2014), http://ygnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Room-To-Grow.pdf (stating that effective lobbying has extended copyright up to 120 years for “corporate authors.”).
own members of Congress. 372 Furthermore, the Room to Grow Report concluded, “over the years, copyright and patent law have evolved into cronyist protection of the revenue of powerful incumbent companies – a type of regulation that hampers innovation and entrepreneurship.” 373 This is an organization created by House leadership that is saying that “powerful incumbent companies” have turned copyright terms into “croneyist protection.”

It should not be a surprise that of the twenty-six current members of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, at least eighteen received donations from the RIAA, MPAA and Disney for the 2012 and 2014 cycles. 374 MPAA, RIAA and Disney have been working with the Chamber of Commerce on lobbying for stronger copyright policy and for longer copyright terms in our international treaties. 375 The Chamber of Commerce has spent over $1 billion dollars lobbying from 1998 till 2013, and strong copyright protection has been a major priority. 376 In fact, according to Opensecrets.org, a non-profit organization that researches and documents public filing information on lobbying and campaign donations, there has been a 358% increase in lobbying dollars for industries related to movies, music and TV from 1998 to 2012 (2012 being the last major copyright battle that the industry engaged in, SOPA/PIPA). From 1998/2012, the industry increased PAC and campaign donations by roughly 389%, from $16.9 million in 1998 to $65.9 million in 2012. 378

D. Trans-Pacific Partnership and ‘Life+100’

In the past several years, 600 “cleared advisors” representing special interests and industry have been involved in closed-door negotiations over the pro-

372 See id.
373 See id.
374 See R Street Policy Study No. 20, supra note 6, at 19.
377 See Lobbying 1998, supra note 342 (lobbying total for 1998, $32,981,988); see also Lobbying 2012, supra note 342 (lobbying total for 2012, $118,015,007).
378 See Campaign Contributions, supra note 342 (table providing the campaign contribution totals from 1990-2014).
posed Trans-Pacific Partnership Treaty (TPP). The content industry is well represented in this process, but the general public and alternative perspectives are not. In 2009, twenty-eight organizations filed fifty-nine lobbying reports and the draft TPP includes provisions that are pretty generous for the pharmaceutical industry and in favor of much stronger intellectual property protection.

Of the other current members on the ITAC’s fifteen advisory committees, advisory committees for negotiations, there appears to be only one representative with a differing perspective on copyright from that of the content industry. A seat was given to Yahoo’s Laura Covington who is their Vice President of Intellectual Property policy. Yahoo has registered to lobby on copyright and trademark matters “including Copyright Act reform” but, as is predictable, Yahoo’s disclosure lists “safe harbors/intermediary liability prote-


383 Id.
tions” not copyright term length. A cursory review of ITAC’s fifteen members does not show a single representative that has argued for not extending copyright terms.

Previous members of ITAC fifteen included the Vice President of the Entertainment Software Association, Stevan Mitchell, the Association represents rights holders for software that have favored and lobbied for stronger intellectual property; Thomas Thomson, who is the Executive Director of the “Coalition for Intellectual Property Rights,” which advocates for stronger intellectual property laws and is a coalition of rights holders, as well as, allegedly, someone from the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). Furthermore, there are various accounts of representatives from other interests being deliberately excluded. The Computer and Communications Industry Association (CCIA) represents many tech companies such as Google and generally favors more balanced copyright and patent protection, but when CCIA nominated copyright lawyer, Andrew Bridges, whose career includes defending innovators against copyright lawsuits and has been outspoken in favor of copyright reform to the ITAC Fifteen advisory panel, he was rejected. Furthermore, no representatives from public interest-oriented organizations like the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), Knowledge Ecology International, or Public Knowledge have ever been allowed to join ITAC Fifteen. When government specifically excludes all public interest groups or entities with a different perspective, it’s easy to claim that the committee has a consensus in favor of longer copyright terms; therefore, government actors can argue that there is no problem associated with longer copyright terms because no one on the advisory committee brought up such a problem. But this intentional selection bias is a
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feature and not a bug to provide the intended perspective, for the policy makers. It’s long been a Washington trick to invite others with your opinion to advise you on your opinion, and then to argue that there was a consensus in favor of that opinion — that’s essentially what appears to be happening with the ITAC process.

If ratified, the TPP treaty – which involves twelve countries – would cover approximately forty percent of global trade,392 and set the bar for another proposed treaty being negotiated with European countries, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).393 Among the provisions of this treaty are setting a bar for copyright durations.394 From a leaked draft, it has been revealed that the treaty includes language that would permanently lock in “life plus seventy” copyright terms.395 Mexico was proposing a longer copyright term of “life plus 100,” which – as of August 2013 – the United States had neither accepted nor rejected.396

The TPP, as leaked, is a clear illustration of policy laundering. Special interests cannot defend life plus seventy copyright terms in the United States, so instead they use an international treaty-making process to tie Congress’s hand. The content lobby has done this effectively with numerous other treaties and this method has been their modus operandi for decades.397 But unlike other treaties involving copyright and patents, this treaty process has been subject to unprecedented secrecy: even members of Congress initially were unable to access the treaty.398 Today, they can access the treaty, but none of their staff is
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396 Cyrus Farivar, Secret treaty leaks, Mexico wants copyright extended even more than US does, ARS TECHNICA (Nov. 13, 2013, 5:56 PM), http://bit.ly/1r7URGM.
397 See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 1 (2014) (“[T]he Berne Convention for Protection of Literary Artistic Work; the WIPO Copyright Treaty; the WIPO Performances and Phonograph Treaty; the Geneva Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized Duplication of Their Phonograms; and the Brussels Convention Relating to the Distribution of Program-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite.”).
398 See Comm’n Office, IYCMI: Wyden Statement Introducing “Congressional Oversight Over Trade Negotiations Act, RON WYDEN SENATOR FOR OREGON (May 23, 2012), http://1.usa.gov/1l2g4NC (“[M]ore than two months after receiving the proper security credentials, my staff is still barred from viewing the details of the proposals that USTR is advancing.”).
allowed to assist them.\footnote{See id. Here is a section of a Senate Finance Committee hearing of Senator Ron Wyden from March 7, 2012, asking questions of former U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk: [Wyden:] What I’ve learned is that when trade agreements are negotiated, industry advisors sit in a far stronger position than virtually everyone in the Congress. For example, an industry advisor from the Motion Picture Association can sit at their desk with a laptop, enter their username and password, and see the negotiating text of a proposed trade agreement. Virtually no one in the Congress has the ability to do that. How is that right? [Kirk:] Well, Senator, I want to make it plain, that it’s not just industry, but it’s all of the members of our trade advisory commissions which are established by this Congress, and they’re cleared advisors, they have security clearance and they represent a broad range of interests from both industry and environmental groups, business groups…[e]very member of Congress, any member of Congress, that wants to see the text of a trade agreement we’re negotiating has the ability to do so, as long as we’re doing so in a secure environment that’s private, so I would only offer that one clarification that any elected official in this body has the ability to see the same text as any of those cleared advisors.

Mike Masnick, USTR Gives MPAA Full Online Access to TPP Text, But Still Won’t Share With Senate Staffers, TECHDIRT (June 25, 2012, 3:46 PM), http://bit.ly/1zFjyej.}

Members of Congress can go to the USTR offices by themselves and be provided with a copy of the text to view, but cannot take note, make copies or bring uncleared staff.\footnote{See Commc’n Office, supra note 398.} It’s incredible that MPAA and Comcast appear to be given access to the draft of the treaty, while the public, congressional staff, and public interest groups like EFF/PK/KEI are not. Further, groups with one vested interest are given access to the treaty in a manner that they can actually use and influence, whereas members of Congress are effectively unable to actively influence the process or oversee it.

The TPP treaty is, in some ways, a very complicated document. The average member of Congress should not be expected to go to a closed room environment, without staff, and be able to read the treaty, understand exactly what it means, and retain everything in the treaty without notes. Industry is certainly not expected to do so, and the industries that are cleared are given a free pass to access the treaty. Saying that Congress can access the treaty in such an environment is a bit of a dog and pony show where the U.S. Trade Representative can pretend that he’s allowing for Congress to be involved and oversee the negotiation, when it’s functionally impossible for Congress to play any oversight role through this method. To claim this allows for legitimate oversight by Congress is similar to a dictator claiming his citizens elected him when he was the only candidate on the ballot. Procedurally Congress may have technical access, but has no actual way to provide substantive oversight in this process.

If the United States signs the TPP Treaty with a provision of minimum “life plus seventy” copyright duration provision, it will make it nearly impossible for Congress to ever consider implementing reforms that are more consistent
with our founding tradition.  

Closing the door to any potential reform is a substantial change in U.S. policy, because it would tie Congress’ hands just as lawmakers are beginning to reconsider these policies.

Shortly after the 2012 House Republican Study Committee report calling for shorter copyright terms, in 2013, the head of the U.S. Copyright Office mentioned the desirability of considering shorter copyright terms, specifically having the last twenty years of life plus seventy be potentially optional, and called for the “Next Great Copyright Act.” The House Judiciary Committee responded with a series of hearings on copyright reform, going section by section through U.S. copyright law on potential reforms. The Commerce Department released a green paper advising on potential reforms to deal with orphan works, remixing and other issues. Now in 2014 House Leadership’s Young Gun Network is calling for shorter copyright terms. If the White House signs the TPP treaty, as drafted so far, it could make reform almost impossible. By removing any prospect of reform from the table, it would be a nearly unprecedented policy coup for the content lobby in their attempt to effectively repeal the Constitution’s Copyright Clause.

Instead of Congress signing a new treaty to further lock in U.S. copyright law, it should reconsider how it can best restore constitutional copyright, and what international agreements may need to be renegotiated in order to restore our founding principles.

In 1998, special interest groups lobbied Congress to pass copyright extension to life plus seventy, thereby keeping their works under copyright for another twenty years. In 2018, with the prospect of billions of dollars of copyrighted works falling into the public domain, it is extremely likely that these...
same interest groups will be back before Congress to argue for longer copyright terms. They’ll bring with them substantial PAC contributions and likely will push for life plus 100, since that is the copyright term of Mexico and there will be an argument that we must be “consistent” with such “international” copyright law. Unless Congress guards copyright against further abuse, these special interests will ensure that new works will never enter the public domain.

E. A Word on the Berne Convention

An elephant in the room for substantive discussions on reforming copyright term length has been the Berne Convention, which the United States ratified in 1988, nearly a century after the first country ratified the proposed Convention in 1886 (Switzerland). The Berne Convention threw out much of U.S. copyright law, and Berne was resisted for over a century because it was so inconsistent with U.S. legal tradition on copyright. The fact that the United States rejected this international convention is quite significant, as the United States of America was “the single, commercially most important country to remain outside the Berne Union for its entire first century.” Preceding the United States joining the Berne Convention, the U.S. removed several central tenets of U.S. copyright law such as requiring that work be registered to receive copyright. The existing copyright terms were twenty-eight years with an optional twenty-eight year renewal for a total of fifty-six years (Copyright Act of 1909), but copyright was extended to life of the author plus fifty years in 1976 as required in the Berne Convention.

Other treaties, such as TRIPS (Article 9), solidify these treaty obligations, as do several bilateral treaties. But Berne does not preclude all copyright reform, for example going back to life plus fifty copyright terms is acceptable
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under the Berne convention, and should be explored by Congress immediately.

Observers have been too quick to assume that Berne precludes long-term substantive revisions of U.S. copyright policy. The United States is currently drafting international treaties, defining the new global standards on copyright and patent matters; therefore, it is a convenient, but illogical, excuse for the U.S. to say “we can’t revise U.S. copyright policy because it’s in a treaty” when the U.S. wrote the most recent treaties and has been the major advocate for these positions around the world. The U.S. could certainly use that trade power and influence that they are currently using to push copyright policy in one direction, to instead advocate to make copyright policy better, perhaps not immediately, but over the course of years. Copyright policy is a long-term process – advocates for the Berne Convention pushed for that treaty for over 100 years. Flippant responses that copyright can never be shortened because the Berne Convention precludes immediate action, is illogical based on the historical developments of copyright policy being inherently long-term driven.

The United States resisted the Berne Convention for over 100 years because generations of elected leaders believed it was inconsistent with U.S. copyright law. The United States has pulled out of treaties before. If policy makers firmly believed that Berne violated the U.S. Constitution’s language on copyright, then we would have an obligation to withdraw from Berne, or not recognize those portions. While Berne is an influential treaty that covers the world, it should not preclude the U.S. from finding and advocating for the best, and most constitutionally consistent, copyright policy.

The original Berne Convention had only ten countries represented. But the United States and Japan were only observers, Liberia didn’t ratify the treaty
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and Tunisia was a French colony, meaning that the Berne Convention was really an agreement of eight sovereign nations: Germany, Belgium, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Haiti, Italy, and Switzerland. This is certainly not representative of the modern economy, and it may not have been representative of the 19th century economy. The Berne Convention would expand but as drafted, it reflects the perspective of eight countries in the 19th century, a perspective that was vastly different from that of our Founders. Eventually most countries in the world would be forced to join the Berne Convention, in part because of TRIPS Article 9, and in part because the treaty was written to give special treatment to signatories creating an incentive for other nations to join.

Today, the United States is the strongest advocate of longer copyright terms around the world, currently pushing Pacific Rim countries to expand their copyright terms from life plus fifty under Berne to life plus seventy under the TPP as drafted. In these negotiations we have found many other countries reluctant to embrace such long copyright terms, among other concerns. If the United States changed its position and decided to favor shorter copyright terms, such a move would likely be broadly supported by a number of countries that have been reluctant to sign onto Berne to begin with.

Imagine if India (joined Berne in 1928), Australia (joined Berne in 1928), South Korea (joined Berne in 1996), Japan (joined Berne in 1899),
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Russia (joined Berne in 1995), China (joined Berne 1992), Middle Eastern countries and African countries teamed together with the United States to create a more rational system that did a better job of protecting copyright holders, but for a copyright term that was based on economic data rather than lobbying manipulation. If a consensus could be reached of these countries, which is the point of trade agreements, such a new convention could become the new international standard.

Together these countries, all excluded from the original drafting of Berne, represent the vast majority of world population, economic activity and, most importantly, content creation. A survey of movie production from 2010 showed these countries dwarfed traditional Berne supporters by feature film output as India, U.S., China, Japan and South Korea represent 73.6% of top-ten production by country. U.S., China, Russia, India, Japan and Turkey make up 74.69% of top-ten book production. Both percentages go up when you look broader than just the top-ten, to over 80%.

Neither of these percentages on content creation are scientific studies but rather use raw output for the purposes of establishing a rough proxy of influence in negotiation. This demonstrates that a potential post-Berne coalition in the twenty-first century, that may have a different perspective on copyright than the Berne original signatories from the nineteenth century, represents a sizable block and the modern economy is shifting more from the original Berne eight countries every day. None of these potential countries were original participants in Berne (other than the U.S. and Japan as observers) and were effectively forced to accept an already negotiated system.
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Today, more than eighty percent of the world content creators could come to a separate agreement, call it the “Berne Modernization Treaty,” and if they did so, given their collective market power, the rest of world may be forced to go along. The Berne Convention’s genius was to create benefit for the participants and to effectively hurt those not in the treaty, if such a similar apparatus could be built in a 21st century world economy, it could supersede Berne. For example, some provisions of this hypothetical treaty could be set to only go into effect when a certain number of countries join the convention, meaning that lots of countries could jump from the Berne convention together without a short term risk of violating the Berne Convention but not having another similar convention.

A treaty from the nineteenth century, negotiated by eight countries that no longer represent the global economy, that appears to directly violate the Founder’s intentions on copyright policy, can be replaced with a more modern global treaty. What other such global treaties from the nineteenth century remain binding? The Geneva Convention from 1864 and the Paris Convention from 1883 appear to be the only other similar global conventions.

Such a reconsideration of global copyright policy, as advocated here, may not just be the interests of the general public and content creators, but could also benefit the interest of rights holders like MPAA and RIAA as well that are looking for enforceable provisions to clamp down on piracy in China, Russia and India. Further, China has restrictions on the number of U.S. films that can be imported every year – such provisions should be made illegal under this new treaty, and removing that barrier would have a major benefit for the movie industry.

The United States is currently negotiating new international treaties with Pacific Rim countries and Europe, collectively constituting the majority of U.S. trade. If policymakers believed that shorter copyright terms were more con-
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sistent with the U.S. Constitution, better for the economy, and better for average citizens, then a longer-term strategy for treaty renegotiation could gradually extricate ourselves from our existing commitments, not dig us in further.

VI. CONCLUSION

Policymakers who care about the original public meaning of the Constitution must not abandon our constitutional obligation. We must heed James Madison’s warning: to guard these instruments against abuse. The economists’ consensus on this issue is clear: the free market, with a short term of copyright regulation, leads to the most optimal outcome of competition and allocation of resources. As the Nobel laureates and other economists argued in their *Eldred* brief, a “lengthened copyright term...keeps additional materials out of new creators’ hands” and ultimately results in “fewer new works.”

Congress must confront special interests pushing for provisions in the Trans-Pacific Partnership Treaty that would make restoring constitutional copyright impossible. If Congress once again extends copyright in 2018, to ensure that works from the 1920s never enter the public domain, then what is the limit on duration? The de facto status really would be perpetual copyright, just on the installment plan. The public domain of the future cannot be protected without constraints on prospective copyright duration; otherwise it won’t exist. It’s ultimately up to Congress to determine where the financial incentive will outweigh the societal costs of what the Founders called a “monopoly.” This is a data based question and every economic analysis conducted on the subject demonstrates the need for a shorter copyright duration than we have today.

Overall, we can be supporters of a copyright regime that protects and compensates creators, a noble goal, while recognizing that the current system has gone haywire. It’s time to restore our founding principles and recognize that constitutional copyright would unleash new creativity and economic growth. A copyright term closer to that envisioned by our Founders, modified accord-
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ing to modern economic conditions, would be good for innovators, good for content creators and good for the public at large.